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Abstract 
 
Six materials with widely varying thermophysical properties have been tested in two 
tests: the LIFT test (ASTM E 1321-90) and the Cone Calorimeter (ISO 5660; ASTM E 
1354). In addition to standard measurements, diagnostic instrumentation comprising heat 
flux meters and thermocouples were incorporated in the LIFT tests. LIFT test runs were 
made both using delayed piloting (pre-heating) and without. There have been few reports 
in the literature of products tested where both Cone Calorimeter and LIFT results were 
presented; of those, none included additional instrumentation for quantifying flame 
fluxes. Thus, the data set presented here should be a significant help in fire modelling 
efforts aimed at optimising the utilisation of test data. 
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Notations 
 
b slope of the ASTM E1321 plots in Figure 11 – 16 (s-0.5) 
C heat capacity (J kg-1 K-1)  
C flame spread parameter (slope) of the ASTM E1321 flame velocity plots in 

Figure 17 – 22 (s1/2 m3/2 kW-1) 
c1 a parameter in the heat flux equation, Eq. 7 (kW m-2) 
c2 flame flux peak height in Eq. 6; same as   (kW m-2) q fo

c3 flame flux exponential decay constant in Eq. 7, same as  kf, (m
-1) 

c4 relative distance from peak in heat flux equation Eq. 7 (m) 
f x-coordinate location at which ‘far’ heat flux measurements were taken (mm) 
F(t)  function defined in the LIFT theory (--) 
h effective heat transfer coefficient (kW m-2 K-1) 
hc convective heat transfer coefficient (kW m-2 K-1) 
kf exponential decay constant for flame heat flux (m-1) 
k C  thermal inertia (kW2 m-4 K2 s) 
n the exponent in the power law of the ignitability, Eq. 1 (--) 
n x-coordinate location at which ‘near’ heat flux measurements were taken 

(mm) 

crq 
q 

 the critical flux for ignition (kW m-2) 
)50(ext

q
 the LIFT radiant panel heat flux value set at x = 50 mm (kW m-2) 

,o ig minimum flux for ignition, but also used in a different context in ASTM E 
1321 (kW m-2) 

eq 
q

 the external irradiance imposed on the specimen (kW m-2) 

,o s  minimum heat flux for flame spread (kW m-2) 
 q fl

q
 the specimen’s flame flux measured in the LIFT test (kW m-2) 

fo

t time (s) 
 the peak value of the specimen’s flame flux (kW m-2) 

T initial temperature (ºC) 
t* a critical time, determined from LIFT theory (s) 
Tig surface temperature at ignition (ºC) 
Ts,min minimum surface temperature for flame spread (ºC)  
V flame spread velocity (m s-1) 
x x-coordinate (m) 
xf offset distance in flame flux expression (m) 
 
GREEK LETTERS 
 
 Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 10-11 kW m-2 K-4) 
 empirical parameter in LIFT theory (kW2 m-3) 
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Summary 
 
The use of the “LIFT” flame spread and ignition test (ASTM E 1321) has sometimes been 
considered important for obtaining material property data which could be used for fire 
modelling purposes. Most of the world’s fire test laboratories are already equipped with 
the Cone Calorimeter test (ISO 5660; ASTM E 1354) which produces data suitable for 
determining the heat release rate, ignitability, mass loss rate, and smoke production 
properties of materials. Flame spread can be viewed as simply successive ignitions. Thus, 
the question arises whether the information obtained from the LIFT test would be essen-
tial for fire modelling, if data from the Cone Calorimeter are already available. Existing 
theories already state that flame spread in the with-the-wind direction can be adequately 
predicted using only Cone Calorimeter input data. Such flame spread is normally the 
major hazard component. Against-the-wind flame spread is usually secondary, and pre-
dicting this spread is where use of LIFT test data has been suggested. 
 
By obtaining Cone Calorimeter data and using a model for computing opposed-flow 
(against-the-wind) flame spread, it should, in fact, be possible to predict the flame spread 
in the LIFT test itself. The only information needed for doing this that is not directly 
obtained from Cone Calorimeter testing is the flame flux which is imparted by the 
burning specimen to the unignited zone ahead of the flame front. A review of the 
literature, however, revealed that this flame flux had not been studied experimentally. It 
was also found that there have been very few published studies where LIFT test results 
were presented in full detail. 
 
Thus, the present work was intended to (a) provide the first set of detailed measurements 
of flame fluxes in the LIFT test; (b) develop a small database of benchmark-quality data 
on identical materials tested in the Cone Calorimeter and in the LIFT test; (c) explore in 
detail the protocol of ASTM E 1321-90 and determine if laboratories can perform the test 
in a controlled, routine manner. (The 1990 version of the standard was used, since that 
was the latest available when the work was started in 1994). Six highly diverse materials, 
including composites, were tested and the detailed results are presented in this report. 
 
The two main findings of work are: (1) The ASTM E 1321-90 protocol is substantively 
difficult to use. Many aspects require the judgement of a research scientist and do not 
lend themselves to routine testing by technician staff. (2) Flame fluxes do not differ 
greatly among materials. This suggests that differences in flame flux are unlikely to be a 
major determinant for opposed-flow flame spread characteristics. 
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1 Introduction 
 
Early fire models, for example, the initial versions of the Harvard Fire Code, mandated a 
large number of material constants to be put in as data inputs. For a test case, most com-
monly PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate), such data used to then be obtained by a diligent 
search through a variety of experimental papers and reports. During the mid-1980s, the 
realisation started to be made that model input data describing fire properties of materials 
ought to comprise only outputs of standard tests, plus any needed universal constants. 
For a number of years now, the Cone Calorimeter has been finding a very useful role in 
such applications because it is not merely a single-variable test: the engineering data 
obtained from the Cone Calorimeter comprise a significant fraction of the fire properties 
of materials and composites which are of primary interest. Even the properties needed for 
the calculation of wind-aided flame spread are readily obtained from the Cone 
Calorimeter. But one type of data which is not found amongst standard Cone Calorimeter 
outputs is that needed to calculate opposed-flow flame spread. For that purpose, separate 
testing according to the LIFT test has often been recommended.  
 
If by careful data analysis of Cone Calorimeter data, sufficient information could be ob-
tained for predicting opposed-flow flame spread, then reliance could be placed on using a 
single test method alone for the task of collecting bench-scale fire property data. Eco-
nomically, this would be of significant advantage, since Cone Calorimeter specimens are 
much easier to prepare and to test than are LIFT specimens. Thus, it is expected that the 
man-hours needed for Cone Calorimeter testing are normally quite a bit less than ½ of the 
total required for Cone + LIFT testing. Furthermore, Cone Calorimeter apparatuses are 
located in over 150 laboratories, while the number of laboratories possessing the LIFT 
test apparatus are in the vicinity of 20. Most of those laboratories run only the IMO 
version of the test, thus the specialised capability for conducting LIFT tests does not even 
reside at the all of the laboratories possessing the basic equipment. Consequently, 
modelling input data could be generated at many more institutions, if Cone Calorimeter 
data alone were seen to suffice. 
 
The basis for predicting opposed-flow flame spread from Cone Calorimeter data alone 
has not yet adequately been established. Towards that objective, an earlier report [1] 
comprised a literature survey to determine what is known about actual flame fluxes in the 
opposed-flow flame spread geometry. The report indicated that very few such studies 
could be found and, furthermore, that none pertained to the LIFT geometry. Thus, it 
became important to conduct experiments to measure flame heat fluxes in the LIFT 
geometry. For the data to have adequate comprehensiveness, flame spread measurements 
and data reduction according to standard LIFT procedures were seen as desirable. Cone 
Calorimeter data also had to be collected on the same specimens in order to establish a 
small, consistent data bank against which modelling and prediction ideas could be tried 
out. The present report documents the results for 6 materials comprising such a data bank. 
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2 The test methods 
 
Current fire modelling efforts very commonly are based on using Cone Calorimeter input 
data. This test method (ISO 5660 [2]; ASTM E 1354 [3]) gives data on heat release rate, 
ignitability, mass loss rate, and smoke as a minimum. Many test laboratories, however, 
augment their standard procedures to also include data on gases, typically CO and CO2. 
The Cone Calorimeter exposure to the specimen is uniform over its face and, therefore, 
no flame spread aspects are explicitly considered. 
 
For flame spread, two quite different situations are possible—wind-aided spread and 
opposed-flow (against-the-wind) spread. The conventional theory of wind-aided spread 
[4] requires only ignitability and heat release (HRR) data, such as are available from the 
Cone Calorimeter. For opposed-flow flame spread predictions, modellers have often 
specified [5] the use of data from the LIFT test. The LIFT test, ASTM E 1321-90 [6] has 
also been suggested for adoption by ISO, but is still in an unfinalised draft stage (draft 
ISO WD 5658 Part 3) at that organisation. The test (Fel! Okänt växelargument.) 
measures flame spread over a 155 mm by 800 mm specimen held in the vertical 
orientation. The specimen is exposing to an external radiant panel heat flux having a 
prescribed shape (but not peak value) for its distribution along the specimen length (x-
direction).  

 
 

 
 
 

Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument.  General view of LIFT apparatus 

 
In addition to the flame spread tests, the LIFT apparatus can also be used to make radiant 
ignitability tests under a second procedure, also described in ASTM E 1321-90, whereby 
155 mm by 155 mm square specimens are utilised. These ignition data, however, are no 
different, conceptually, than ignition data from the Cone Calorimeter. In practice, small 
variations will always be seen when a different apparatus is used to measure a given 
variable, but, in general, it is considered that Cone Calorimeter and LIFT ignition data are 
not much different for well-behaved specimens. In this strategy, we follow Braun and co-
workers at NIST [7], who made LIFT flame spread tests, but found that doing the 
ignitability testing in the Cone Calorimeter was more effective. Specimens which are not 
well-behaved, e.g., which melt, buckle, greatly shrink, or show other similar problems 
while burning, of course, might not perform similarly in both tests. 
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These types of problems might more likely be encountered in LIFT testing, where the 
specimen is vertical, than in Cone Calorimeter testing, where the standard orientation for 
testing is horizontal, face-up. For the present work, initial screening eliminated specimens 
showing difficult behaviour in the LIFT test. Thus, for the specimens utilised, Cone 
Calorimeter ignition data were obtained in preference to running ignitability-mode tests 
on the LIFT apparatus. This allowed HRR to be obtained on the specimens at the same 
time and served to minimise necessary testing effort overall. 
 
LIFT data are normally analysed according to a theory developed by Quintiere [8]. The 
formulas required for computation are part of the ASTM standard. The data format and 
equations specified in ASTM E 1321-90 are based on Quintiere’s theory. In that theory, 
the far-field radiant flux is expressed as a flux, but the flame flux is conflated with other 
variables into an empirical term designated as . Cone Calorimeter data are difficult to 
correlate to a variable which is only set forth as an empirical term. Consequently, it was 
judged that the chances for evolving usable Cone Calorimeter-based methods for flame 
spread prediction would be increased if it were possible to identify and measure the flame 
fluxes present in the LIFT test geometry. 
 
The ASTM E 1321-90 standard specifies that “The requisite specimen shall be thermally 
thick” (Paragraph 8.2). It further specifies that “The specimens selected for testing shall 
be representative of the product as it is intended for use” (Paragraph 8.1). In the case of 
products such as upholstered furniture composites, these instructions would exclude those 
products from testing. A composite comprising a high-density, thin layer atop a low-
density thick layer will normally show thermally-thin behaviour. Increasing the thickness 
by increasing the top layer thickness would change the product and its performance into 
something other than the end-use product. Conversely, increasing the thickness of the 
bottom layer would not affect the results and would not create thermally-thick behaviour. 
Despite the ASTM E 1321-90 instruction not to test thermally-thin specimens, some 
models do demand as input LIFT data on thermally-thin composites (e.g., [9]). In our 
work, we decided to include two furniture composites, expected to behave as thermally-
thin substances. This was partly in view of the existing use of LIFT testing for such 
materials, the ASTM E 1321-90 caveat notwithstanding, and partly because of our 
intention to examine other features of flame spread behaviour, beyond the normal data 
presentation as per the ASTM E 1321-90 standard. 
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3 The test specimens 
 
Initially, a number of materials were screened for possible LIFT testing. Specimens which 
showed difficult-to-track flame fronts, excessive melting or deformation, and similar 
problems were excluded. An example of a material showing excessive testing difficulties 
is illustrated in Fel! Okänt växelargument.. By such informal testing a list of 6 products 
was arrived at for final testing. Fel! Okänt växelargument. identifies the specimens 
tested. The two last products listed represent furniture composites.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument.  Example of a product unsuitable for LIFT testing 

 
 
 
 

Table Fel! Okänt växelargument. The products tested and conditions of test 

 
Product  Thickness 

(mm) 
Density 
(kg m-3) 

Panel heat 
flux 
 ( )qe 50  

(kW m-2) 
wood particleboard 19 700 20 
polyurethane (PU) foam, rigid, FR 40 35 20 
PMMA, black 10 1200 17 
insulating fibreboard 13 270 15 
cotton fabric/Kevlar interliner/high resiliency PU foam 50 1) 15 
acrylic pile fabric, back-coated/high resiliency PU foam 50 2) 28 
Notes 
1) fabric = 213 g m-2, interliner = 81 g m-2, foam = 36 kg m-3. 
2) fabric = 546 g m-2, foam = 36 kg m-3. 
 
For LIFT testing, the furniture composite specimens were prepared by folding the fabric 
(and interliner, if appropriate) around the foam. To avoid excessive composite warpage, 
enough fabric was used so that the ends could meet and be joined at the back side of the 
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assembly. The ends were joined together with pins. The back-side joint was positioned to 
be near the top of the specimen. For Cone Calorimeter testing, the furniture composites 
were prepared according to the testing instructions developed for this purpose [10]. 
 
Apart from the furniture composites, the remaining products were tested as received and 
were not painted or otherwise treated. All specimens were conditioned at 23C and 50% 
RH for several days prior to testing.  
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4 The instrumented LIFT tests 
 
The test apparatus used was the standard ASTM E 1321-90 apparatus. All references in 
this report to the ASTM E 1321-90 standard pertain to its 1990 edition, which was the 
latest available at the time the work was being done. No specific references are made to 
the ISO standard, since a finalised committee draft was not available at the time of this 
study. In addition to standard procedures mandated in the ASTM E 1321-90 test, the 
specimens in the study were equipped (Fel! Okänt växelargument.) with two water-
cooled Schmidt-Boelter type total heat flux meters, one of nominal 3 mm diameter (1/8") 
and one of 6 mm diameter (1/4"). In preliminary non-instrumented test runs, two suitable 
locations for installing the heat flux meters were selected; these were identified as  ‘near’ 
and ‘far’ locations. At each location, instrumented specimens were equipped with a pair 
of heat flux meters, with the 3 mm heat flux meter being located 30 mm above the 
specimen centreline, and the 6 mm heat flux meter being located the same distance below 
the centreline. In addition, each sample was equipped with 6 thermocouples, 3 in the gas 
phase and 3 on the surface. The thermocouples were 0.13 mm diameter, Type K. These 
were purchased from the manufacturer with pre-made junctions by butt-welding. One 
gas-phase thermocouple was mounted on the surface 10 mm ahead of the heat flux meter 
location, a second at the same x-coordinate as the heat flux meter, and the final one 
10 mm behind. All were centred over the specimen’s longitudinal centreline and with 
their junctions located 3 mm above the specimen’s surface. The surface-mounted set of 
thermocouples were located at the same stations, but with their measuring junctions held 
tight against the surface. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument.  General arrangement of instrumentation on LIFT 
samples 
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The preparation of LIFT specimens was done mainly following ASTM E 1321-90. After 
conditioning and prior to testing, specimens were wrapped with 0.02 mm aluminium foil 
around the back and sides (we presume that the specification of 0.2 mm thickness in the 
ASTM standard is an error). The heat flux meters were installed by drilling holes of the 
appropriate size through the specimen and inserting the meters from the back until they 
were flush with the specimen front surface. The thermocouples were installed to keep 
leads along isotherms as much as possible. Installation details are indicated in Fel! Okänt 
växelargument.. The thermocouples were held in from the back by using a high-
temperature tape. The heat flux meters were retained by making sure that the holes in the 
backing board which they were passed through were a snug fit. 
 
During the course of a test, the face of the heat flux becomes contaminated with pyro-
lysates or melt products and, in such condition, could not simply be re-used for the next 
test. (Note that this contamination occurs only after some amount of burning in the heat 
flux region; thus, we expect that data of relevance for the flame spread studies here are 
not adversely influenced by contamination). Before test, the heat flux meters were cali-
brated in a specially-made jig for the Cone Calorimeter. The Cone Calorimeter heater was 
first calibrated with a reference heat flux meter, which itself had been previously 
calibrated at the Fire Research Station in UK. 
 

 
 

Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Details of instrumentation in LIFT samples 
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A suitable jig for holding the Cone Calorimeter heat flux meter in the SP calibration 
apparatus [11][12] was not available. The straight-barrel heat flux meters used in this 
study could have been calibrated each time directly with the SP calibration apparatus, but 
such primary calibration requires nearly one day per test. Accuracy is slightly reduced by 
introducing another transfer step, but the Cone Calorimeter heater is a highly stable 
source and it was felt that, for this purpose, a transfer calibration was the optimal com-
promise between accuracy and efficiency. Each calibration was done at 3 or 4 heat flux 
steps, encompassing from 13-15 to 50-75 kW m-2. The data were found to be well repre-
sented as a straight line fit, but with a zero offset. 
 
After each test, the matte-black coating of the heat flux meter was carefully cleaned with 
ethanol by hand. If this did not restore the surface to its original matte-black condition, 
the coating was removed with a solvent and repainted, using the spray coating provided 
by the manufacturer of the heat flux meters. After cleaning or repainting, the heat flux 
meter was recalibrated and a new calibration factor obtained. The calibration factor for 
the test was taken as the value from the calibration before the test. Using this method, no 
major deviations or drift were seen in the heat flux calibrations over time. In one case, an 
accurate calibration prior to test was not available; for that test, the average value of the 
preceding and following tests was used. 
 
Note that we did not examine heat flux calibrations in the ‘surface-contaminated’ state. 
Heat flux meter readings occurring a long time after the flame front had first passed by 
the instrument location would be unreliable for additional reasons, not just due to accu-
mulation of pyrolysates on the surface. Some distortion, pulling, etc., occurs on the sur-
faces of most specimens as combustion progresses. Thus, a heat flux meter originally 
installed flush with the surface may end up proud of the surface, or recessed, depending 
on specimen behaviour details. In either case, such late-period measurements would not 
accurately reflect heat flux to the surface. Visual observations suggested that for the 
board products the heat flux meter mounting proved generally reliable. For the uphol-
stered furniture composites, more local disturbances were noted in the vicinity of the heat 
flux meters. Thus, for these products, the measurement accuracy expected would be lower 
than for the board products.  
 
Each specimen was first tested according to the Cone Calorimeter procedure (see below) 
to determine the minimum flux for ignition. Following the recommendations of ASTM E 
1321-90, then, a maximum panel heat flux value,   (qex )t 50 , was selected at about 
5-10 kW m-2 higher than this minimum flux. This worked for all except the acrylic pile 
fabric/HR PU foam product. For that composite, initial trials indicated an erratic flame 
front if a flux just 10 kW m-2 above minimum ignition flux was selected. Consequently, 
for this composite we had to select a flux approximately 20 kW m-2 above the minimum 
flux level. The actual test fluxes used are given in Table 1. 
 
Two uninstrumented LIFT runs were made at the selected panel flux value. Observations 
made during these tests then served to identify two different locations where instruments 
could be installed for the instrumented test runs. For each product, two instrumented test 
runs were then made. We identify the two locations used as the ‘near’ and ‘far’ locations. 
For each product, the near location was selected to be in a region of relatively high panel 
flux, yet not so close to the 50 mm mark that immeasurably fast flame spread would be 
occurring. The far location was selected to be towards the far end of the sample, but 
where flame spread is still occurring in a smooth manner. The distances adopted are given 
in Tables 2 and 3, using the standard nomenclature of x = 0 for denoting the initial-
ignition end of the specimen. 
 

Table Fel! Okänt växelargument. Values obtained from the 3 mm heat flux meter 
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 n f Near position Far position 
Product (mm)  (mm) q fo   

(kW m-2)

 kf  
(m-1) 

q fo   

(kW m-2) 

 kf  
(m-1) 

wood particleboard 250 406 24.6 700 51.0 640 
PU foam, rigid FR 412 519 92.4 232 79.2 330 
PMMA, black 327 648 47.0 367 72.6 492 
insulating fibreboard 300 500 37.7 256 62.2 602 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU foam 268 600 67.6 400 36.6 200 
acrylic pile/HR PU foam 351 484 55.4 400 68.9 990 
 
 

Table Fel! Okänt växelargument. Values obtained from the 6 mm heat flux meter 

 
 n f Near position Far position 
Product (mm) (mm) q fo   

(kW m-2)

 kf  
(m-1) 

q fo   

(kW m-2) 

 kf  
(m-1) 

wood particleboard 250 406 28.7 324 51.0 807 
PU foam, rigid FR 412 519 56.6 371 55.1 300 
PMMA, black 327 648 55.7 274 43.4 690 
insulating fibreboard 300 500 39.7 120 49.8 500 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU foam 268 600 64.8 370 37.1 224 
acrylic pile/HR PU foam 351 484 61.7 350 61.1 525 
 
In the above tables, n = position of near heat flux meter; f = position of far heat flux 
meter. 
 
 
The ASTM E 1321-90 standard specifies that the preheating time should be selected to 
equal that of time t*, which is obtained as the ‘equilibration time’ under the data reduc-
tion procedures (as described below). In our tests we selected the preheating times by first 
attempting to make a trial run using a time approximately corresponding to the ignition 
time for the lowest heat flux value at which ignition had been observed for the specimen 
in question. For some specimens, such a time was unsuitable. This was because either the 
product had already charred sufficiently at that flux so as to be non-ignitable (e.g., the 
wood particleboard), or distorted badly due to flameless heating alone (e.g., the acrylic 
pile fabric/HR PU foam composite). Thus, we adopted the preheating times reported in 
Appendix 1 as practical times which would lead to reliable ignition. Similar difficulties 
have also been reported by Braun and co-workers at NIST [7], who also found it 
necessary to reduce their preheat times for certain specimens.  
 
We noted that the instructions in Paragraph 11.3.6 of the standard specify that if the 
specimen does not ignite, the test should be repeated by introducing an (unspecified) 
hand-held pilot at the bottom edge of the specimen and moving it along the specimen in 
an attempt to achieve ignition. We did not do this for two reasons: (1) we considered the 
procedure to be nonquantitative and irreproducible; and (2) specimens which had already 
deformed or charred badly prior to ignition did not seem to us to be suitable for obtaining 
reliable data. The preheating times which we did adopt at least led to repeatable data and 
did not cause overtly anomalous behaviours. 
  
Four tests were conducted on each material, two uninstrumented and two instrumented. 
The heat flux meters were located at the near position in the first instrumented run and at 
the far position in the second one. Data were collected from the instruments at approxi-
mately 2 s intervals. The instrumented tests were generally stopped after burn-out 
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occurred in the region of the instrumentation. Thus, the data from these test runs usually 
do not extend to the ultimate time/distance of flame spread, as documented with the un-
instrumented tests.  
 
The specimens were all generally well-behaved during test, since the preliminary 
screening effort removed from consideration materials which showed undue problems 
with the test. For furniture composites, a number of candidate materials had been rejected 
before two suitable combinations were found. Several of the test materials used for this 
study did show a problem in that they burned vigorously enough to overflow the sides of 
the chimney through which combustion products are supposed to pass. This behaviour 
was due to inadequate size of the chimney for catching all of the combustion products. In 
some tests, the insulation for the thermocouples (whose leads normally run down the 
outside of the chimney) were fused. This, however, did not affect the present results since 
stack thermocouples are used only in the IMO variant (IMO Resolution A.653 [13], 
ASTM E 1317 [14]) of this test. 
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5 The Cone Calorimeter tests 
 
Two types of tests were conducted in the Cone Calorimeter: ignitability-only tests and 
complete tests. Complete tests were conducted at 4 test irradiances: 25, 35, and 
50 kW m-2, plus a level of 1 kW m-2 above the minimum flux for ignition. These tests 
provided all of the standard data, including ignitability, HRR, mass loss rate, and smoke 
measurements. The complete tests were conducted according to ISO 5660 and ASTM E 
1354. Based on laboratory experience, edge frames were used for the two wood-based 
products, the wood particleboard and the insulating fibreboard. Edge frames were not 
used for the remaining products. Especially, previous information about upholstered fur-
niture composites [15] indicated that it would be undesirable to use edge frames with 
such products. The tests were conducted in triplicate. Thermocouple data were also ob-
tained for the test run at 25, 35 and 50 kW m-2 irradiances. For one of the three replicates, 
a surface thermocouple was mounted in the centre of the exposed surface, with the junc-
tion held tight against the surface. For the upholstered furniture composites, the thermo-
couple was sewn into the fabric, and thus it followed the movement of the surface. For 
the board products, the thermocouple lost contact with the surface once the material had 
burned a while. 
 
Ignitability-only tests were conducted by following a strategy similar to what would be 
used if the LIFT apparatus were being used to obtain ignitability data. Tests were first 
conducted at irradiances of 15, 20, 30, 40, 45, 55, 60, 70, and 75 kW m-2. Note that test 
runs under this paradigm were not necessary for 25, 35, or 50 kW m-2 irradiances, since 
ignitability data were already in hand on the basis of the previous series of testing, above. 
After ignitability values at 15 kW m-2 were obtained, the strategy next called for going 
down the minimum flux for ignition. More specifically, the tests were to be conducted so 
that decreasing of the flux by 2 kW m-2 beyond the last value at which ignition was ob-
tained would result in a report of non-ignition. Non-ignition was considered to be re-
ported if no ignition occurred within a 20 min period of exposure. The 20 min value was 
selected since it conforms to the ASTM E 1321-90 prescription (the ignitability instruc-
tions of ISO 5660 use a value of 10 min). Same as for the previous sequence of Cone 
Calorimeter tests, edge frames were used only for the wood-based products. Only one 
sample run was made per heat flux value in this test series.  
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6 Results 
 
For clarity in understanding the flow of experimental work, we first present the ignit-
ability results from the Cone Calorimeter testing, then we go on to spread of flame 
findings in LIFT tests, next to flame flux results for the LIFT specimens, and finally we 
conclude with Cone Calorimeter HRR data. 
 

6.1 Cone Calorimeter ignitability results 
 
The Cone Calorimeter ignition data are presented in Fel! Okänt växelargument.. The 
rigid FR polyurethane foam presented special testing problems. At the high end of 
irradiance, it was necessary to stop testing at 45 kW m-2 since it would not have been 
possible to obtain reliable ignition times when values drop to the vicinity of 2 s. At the 
low end, 15 kW m-2 was, in fact, the lowest flux at which ignition could be obtained, even 
though the ignition time of 26.8 s is obviously much less than the 1200 s of exposure time 
allowed for. This is due to the FR nature of the specimen: at low fluxes, ignition is not 
merely delayed, it simply does not occur. There were no unusual events associated with 
other test products. 
 
For analysis, the basic methodology of Janssens [16] was used. In his approach, it is 
taken that: 

   Eq 1  cre
n qqt  

Fel! Okänt växelargument. shows the problem variables. Irradiance is plotted on the x-
axis. Time, raised to a suitable negative exponent, is plotted on the y-axis. When the 
exponent n is chosen correctly (discussed below), the data will form a straight line. There 
are two irradiance values of special note. The critical flux for ignition, crq  , is the 
intercept of the straight line with the x-axis. The minimum flux for ignition, , 
represents the lowest heat irradiance at which ignition is physically possible. 
Experimentally, it is determined as the average between the highest irradiance at which 
ignition did not occur, and the lowest irradiance at which ignition did occur. As shown in 

minq 

Fel! Okänt växelargument., min  will generally be higher than q  crq  , although in some 
cases the two values are indistinguishable. 
 
 

 
 

Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. The basic ignitability plot indicating the problem 
variables 
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Table Fel! Okänt växelargument. Results of Cone Calorimeter ignitability testing 

 
 

Flux 
 

(kW m-2)

 
Wood particle-

board 
 
 

 
PU foam, rigid, 

FR 
 

 
PMMA,  

black 

 
Insulating fibre-

board 
 

 
Flux 

 
(kW m-2)

 
Cotton/Kevlar/ 
HR PU foam 

 

 
Acrylic/HR  

PU foam 
 

t (s) t-0.55 t (s) t-0.55 t (s) t-0.55 t (s) t-0.55 t (s) t-1 t (s) t-1 
 

9 
   

1197.0 
 

0.0203 
 

665.0 
 

0.0280 
 

8 
 

349.0 
 

0.0029 
 

196.0 
 

0.0051 
11 978.0 0.0227 700.0 0.0272 314.0 0.0423 10 179.0 0.0056 130.0 0.0077 
15 380.0 0.0381 26.8 0.1639 350.0 0.0399 92.0 0.0832 15 65.0 0.0154 60.0 0.0167 
20 216.0 0.0520 11.6 0.2597 177.0 0.0580 55.0 0.1104 20 33.0 0.0303 38.0 0.0263 
25 126.0 0.0700 5.2 0.4038 114.0 0.0739 30.0 0.1540 25 21.7 0.0461 25.0 0.0400 
30 101.0 0.0790 5.0 0.4126 77.0 0.0917 24.0 0.1741 30 16.0 0.0625 23.0 0.0435 
35 65.0 0.1007 3.0 0.5465 51.0 0.1150 14.5 0.2297 35 12.3 0.0813 16.7 0.0599 
40 55.0 0.1104 3.0 0.5465 43.0 0.1264 13.0 0.2440 40 10.0 0.1000 16.0 0.0625 
45 42.5 0.1272 2.4 0.6179 34.5 0.1426 8.5 0.3082 45 9.5 0.1053 12.6 0.0794 
50 28.0 0.1600 27.0 0.1632 7.0 0.3429 50 7.2 0.1389 12.0 0.0833 
55 30.7 0.1521 26.8 0.1639 5.9 0.3767 55 7.1 0.1408 10.8 0.0926 
60 22.5 0.1804 24.0 0.1741 5.2 0.4038 60 6.2 0.1613 9.3 0.1075 
70 17.5 0.2072 19.2 0.1969 3.5 0.5021 70 5.1 0.1961 7.9 0.1266 
75 15.9 0.2184 16.0 0.2176 3.2 0.5274 75 4.8 0.2083 7.5 0.1333 
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The Cone Calorimeter experimental data are presented in graphical form in Figures 6-11. 
The four board products (i.e., those that are not furniture composites) were adequately 
represented by flux versus t-0.55 plots. For such thermally-thick products, we used the 
exponent -0.55 following the recommendation of Janssens. Thermally thick products 
have conventionally been correlated to a -0.5 power law [17]. The -0.5 power represents 
a leading-term approximation to the problem solution. Janssens, however, has shown that 
the -0.55 power law is a better approximation to the response function, including terms 
beyond the leading term; thus, we adopt Janssens’ recommendation. The values for all the 
4 board products show a very close fit to the -0.55 power law relation, with the exception 
of a slight deviation for black PMMA. For PMMA, the values for fluxes 55 kW m-2 
show a systematic offset. A bulge at the high-flux end of the scale is sometimes seen in 
LIFT ignitability results. In those cases, this is caused by the fact that the start-of-test 
procedures for ignitability tests in the LIFT apparatus create a temporary drop in actual 
heat flux level [18]. This is not the explanation in the present studies, since such 
temporary cooling does not occur at the start of specimen exposure in the Cone 
Calorimeter. We also note that this deviation is not due to a borderline thermally 
thick/thin situation, because in such a case the deviations would be seen as an upward-
bulge at the low flux end of the scale [19]. Instead, we attribute the high-flux deviation to 
a phenomenon associated with the pyrolysis of PMMA, noting the fact that the 
relationship for the higher fluxes again appears linear, but with a slight offset. For the 
three remaining board products, the points can be seen to form straight lines exactly, 
without any systematic deviations. 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Cone Calorimeter ignition plot for wood 
particleboard 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Cone Calorimeter ignition plot for rigid FR 
polyurethane foam 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Cone Calorimeter ignition plot for black PMMA 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Cone Calorimeter ignition plot for insulating 
fibreboard 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Cone Calorimeter ignition plot for cotton 
fabric/Kevlar interliner/HR foam 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Cone Calorimeter ignition plot for acrylic pile 
fabric/HR foam 

 
For the two upholstery composites, the best fit was seen for a -1.0 power law. The results 
for the cotton/Kevlar/HR foam combination are impressively well correlated to that 
power, except for the lowest two data points (8 and 10 kW m-2). For the acrylic pile fab-
ric/HR foam combination, there is a barely-perceptible deviation at these two lowest flux 
values, but these deviations are well within the (small) scatter of the whole fit. Specifi-
cally, we also tried a lower-power fit, n = -0.8, and found that the results were a much 
poorer fit over the range of the test data. The interpretation of these findings is that the 
ignition process for these composites is mostly controlled by the fabric, which is both 
thermally and physically thin. During the ignition process itself, the underlying foam acts 
rather similarly to a layer of inert, low-conductivity thermal insulation. Our observations 
of thermally-thin behaviour for upholstered furniture composites are supported by 
Dietenberger [9] but not supported by Braun and co-workers [7]. The latter found that, for 
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their composites (which used PVC type fabrics exclusively) the ignitability data were 
correlated to thermally-thick, not thermally-thin behaviour. This is perhaps due to the 
PVC covering, which is substantially thicker and denser surface layer than are woven 
fabrics such as used in our study. 
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6.2 Analysis of LIFT data according to ASTM E 
1321-90 protocol 

 
The instructions in the ASTM E 1321-90 standard on how the data must be reduced are 
rather complex. Thus, we expected to find that software would be available to do this data 
reduction. Discussions with a number of laboratories, however, revealed that most of 
them were only using the IMO protocol and therefore did not need LIFT software. The 
laboratories which had conducted LIFT tests informed us that several software pro-
grammes are available, but none conform to the ASTM standard. Thus, corrections by 
hand would have to be done to some of the variables treated. To ensure that data analysis 
was carried out as closely as possible to the ASTM E 1321-90 prescriptions, we con-
cluded that it was preferable to analyse the data manually, with aid of a standard spread-
sheet programme. 
 

6.2.1 Ignitability analysis 
 
The analysis of the LIFT data normally proceeds by starting with a prescribed analysis 
routine for ignitability data. Here, we apply the same prescriptions to treating ignitability 
data collected in the Cone Calorimeter. The determination of parameters from ignitability  
testing requires that a value for  ,qo ig , the minimum flux for ignition, first be determined.  
Paragraph 11.2.11 of ASTM E 1321-90 requires one to: “Determine a minimum flux for  
ignition ( ) by bracketing within 2 kW m-2 the fluxes for ignition/no ignition.” This 
does not make clear whether the value for 

 ,qo ig

 ,qo ig is to be assigned as the lowest flux for  
which ignition did occur, or to the highest flux for which ignition did not occur, or to the 
average of the two. Figures 8 and X1.2 of the ASTM E 1321-90 standard would seem to  
suggest that the value taken for  ,qo ig should be somewhere below the lowest point at  
which ignition did occur. The paper by Quintiere [8], however, which forms the basis of  
the LIFT analysis method, shows in its Figure 7 that a value of  ,qo ig equal to the lowest  
flux at which ignition did occur is to be used. We concluded that an unbiased presenta 
tion would require assigning to  ,qo ig a value halfway between the lowest flux at which  
ignition occurred and the highest one at which it did not. This is the alternative we 
adopted. For the present test series, this meant that the assigned values were 1 kW m-2 
lower than the lowest value of observed ignition. 
 

In the LIFT theory, the ignition data are to be plotted as   / ,q qo ig e  versus t . Having  
plotted the points, one is then supposed to draw two lines, a line from the origin up to  
where    / ,q qo ig e 1 is intersected, then continuing with a horizontal line from that point.  
To do this, requires that an initial straight line be fitted to the data points. The ASTM 
standard E 1321-90 only specifies: “Fit straight line to data.” From the examples shown 
in Figure X1.2 of the standard, it is clear that the sloping-line segment should follow only 
the initial set of data points. Data points for large values of t  are not to follow the 
sloping-line segment, but rather should end up fitting to the subsequent horizontal-line 
segment. Unfortunately, the standard gives no guidance on how this data fitting is to be 
done. In our study, we inspected the individual data points and excluded as many from 
the high-time end of the scale as visually seemed to not follow the same slope as the data 
points at the left side of the graph. We then used a standard regression routine to fit a 
sloping line through the remaining points; this gave use the required slope b (Fel! Okänt 
växelargument.). This process is clearly dependent on the judgement of the individual 
doing the data reduction. This means that, starting with the same raw data, two different 
operators can produce different values of reduced data. 
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Our ignitability plots according to the ASTM standard are given in Figures 12-17. The 
tabular results are compiled in Fel! Okänt växelargument.. 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. ASTM E 1321-90 ignition plot for wood 
particleboard 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. ASTM E 1321-90 ignition plot for rigid FR 
polyurethane foam 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. ASTM E 1321-90 ignition plot for black PMMA 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. ASTM E 1321-90 ignition plot for insulating 
fibreboard 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. ASTM E 1321-90 ignition plot for cotton 
fabric/Kevlar interliner/HR foam 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. ASTM E 1321-90 ignition plot for acrylic pile 
fabric/HR foam 

Table Fel! Okänt växelargument. The ASTM E 1321-90 parameters derived for the 
test specimens 

 (i) Ignitability parameters 
 

Product  ,qo ig
1) 

kW m-2 

b 
(s-1/2) 

t* Excl. 
pts. 

2) 

Tig 
3) 

°C 
h 

kW m-2 K-1 
k C  

(kW/ m2 K)2s

wood particleboard 10 0.0346 836 3 319 0.0338 1.215 
PU foam, rigid FR 14 0.2148 22 1 380 0.0392 0.042 
PMMA, black 8 0.0299 1119 3 283 0.0308 1.348 
insulating fibreboard 8 0.0591 286 6 283 0.0308 0.345 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU foam 7 0.0647 239 2 263 0.0292 0.259 
acrylic pile/HR PU foam 7 0.0492 413 5 263 0.0292 0.448 
Notes 
1) As determined from ignitability tests. Taken as the average of the highest flux for non-

ignition and the lowest flux for ignition. 
2) Number of points excluded from high-time end of plot before using regression to get b and 

t*. 
3)  As determined from ignitability tests. 
 
 
(ii) Flame spread parameters 
 

Product C 4) 
(flame spread 

parameter) 

s1/2 m3/2 kW-1 

 ,qo ig 
5) 

kW m-2

Tig 
6) 

°C 
 

 ,qo s  

kW m-2

Ts,min 

°C 

 

kW2 m-3 


k C

 

m K2 s-1 

wood particleboard 7.97 15.3 381 6.86 243 16.7 13.8 
PU foam, rigid FR 1.20 20.7 443 1.70 95 19.1 455.0 
PMMA, black 6.99 15.0 377 7)  0.74  < 56 29.2 21.6 
insulating fibreboard 2.85 15.3 381 1.82 100 45.0 130.4 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 
foam 

2.62 17.2 404 7)  0.65 < 52 44.2 170.5 

acrylic pile/HR PU foam 10.75 8.14 269 4.01 172 4.6 10.2 
Notes 
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4) Determined by multiplying slope values from flame spread plots (which have velocities as 
mm/s) by 1000  to convert to velocities in units of m/s. 

5) As determined from the x-axis intercept of flame spread plots. 
6) As determined from flame spread procedures. 
7) Specimens spread flame to end of holder. 
 
 
Next, the surface temperature at ignition, Tig, is to be computed. This uses the implicit 
equation: 
  Eq 2      ( ) (,q h T T T To ig c ig ig 4 4

 )

It is not clearly stated in the standard, but apparently this equation can be solved for Tig 
either by manual trial-and-error iteration or by picking the value by eye from Figure 10 of 
the standard. The figure in the standard is reproduced in miniature format, making it 
difficult to determine values with a reasonable precision. Furthermore, the value for the 
convective coefficient hc which needs to be used in our case is different from the one 
pertinent to the LIFT apparatus. For the LIFT apparatus, the standard specifies that hc = 
0.015 kW m-2 K-1  is to be used, although recently the accuracy of that value has been 
questioned [20]. For our specimens, which were tested in the horizontal orientation in the 
Cone Calorimeter, we used the value of 0.0115 recommended by Green [21] for this 
orientation. We solved the required equation iteratively to obtain values of Tig. 
 
Next, values of h have to be determined. This is the value for the heat transfer coefficient 
which would occur at the time the ignition temperature is reached, if all of the heat trans-
fer were solely convective. It is not to be confused with hc, which is the normal convec-
tive heat transfer coefficient. For determining h, we used Eq. (2) of Paragraph 12.1.6 in 
the standard: 

 h
q

T T
o ig

ig



 

 ,  Eq 3 

and taking T = 23°C. 
 
For assigning a value for the effective thermal inertia (which the ASTM E 1321-90 
standard refers to as the ‘effective thermal property’), the following equation is to be 
used:  

  k C
h

b



 





4
2

 Eq 4 

This thermal inertia value is then simply computed from the values of h and b previously 
obtained. Its computation completes the ignitability part of the ASTM E 1321-90 
analysis. 
 

6.2.2 Flame spread analysis 
 
The flame spread portion of the ASTM E 1321-90 analysis begins with an algorithm 
specified in Paragraph 12.2.4 for computing a 3-point smoothed velocity curve. The defi-
nition of what is to be considered as starting time—the time when the specimen was 
ignited, or the time when it was first inserted into the apparatus—is not explained in the 
standard. By trial-and-error, we concluded that the initial specimen insertion must be the 
proper definition of t = 0. For each of our materials, we had four replicate flame spread 
runs. We reduced these data in a similar fashion for each. For the runs where heat flux 
meters were used, we omitted from analysis the data point recorded right at the heat flux 
meter location, plus the closest point on either side of it. This was done because we found 
that using data from those three locations did not give points in line with the remaining 
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trend. We did include data from any points further along the specimen, since we found 
that they conformed to the general pattern. 
 
According to the instructions of the standard, we then computed the function   ( ) ( )q x F te  
and plotted it against the square root of the velocity we had obtained, V . In Paragraph  
12.2.6, the standard instructs the user to “Fit line to linear section of data.” A different 
instruction, however, is provided in Paragraph X2.1.5.1 of the standard: “The lines have 
been drawn by weighting the data points over the center of the data.” When we plotted 
our data, there was generally no evident ‘linear section of data.’ Furthermore, the stan-
dard contains no instructions giving an algorithm how the user might provide centre-
weighting for the data. The situation is made more difficult by the fact that, in the stan-
dard, an example velocity plot the user is supposed to consult, Figure X2.2(b), illustrates 
a regression line which is closer to the lower envelope of the data than it is to the bulk of 
the data. This apparent preference to draw the fit line close to the lower boundary of the 
data points is not explained in the standard. Since we could find no further instructions in 
the standard concerning a need to bias the fitted line, we simply adopted the strategy of  
using a standard, unweighted least-squares routine for regression. As explained above, we 
only excluded the 3 data points immediately adjacent to the heat flux meters, since we did 
not find any other reason to exclude or to weight data points. We used a least-squares 
regression over the entire data set of each product. That is, we combined the data points 
for the four runs and treated the ensemble. The velocity plots for our data are given in 
Figures 18-23. 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. ASTM E 1321-90 flame velocity plot for wood 
particleboard 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. ASTM E 1321-90 flame velocity plot for rigid FR 
polyurethane foam 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. ASTM E 1321-90 flame velocity plot for black 
PMMA 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. ASTM E 1321-90 flame velocity plot for insulating 
fibreboard 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. ASTM E 1321-90 flame velocity plot for cotton 
fabric/Kevlar interliner/HR foam 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. ASTM E 1321-90 flame velocity plot for acrylic 
pile fabric/HR foam 

We consider that the velocity data, as plotted in the above figures according to ASTM E 
1321-90 instructions, are only roughly approximated as straight lines. In most cases, we 
would consider that the data points themselves suggest an S-shaped curve, rather than a 
straight line as the fitting relationship. The fact the LIFT flame spread data more typically 
fall along a sigmoid shape than a straight-line has previously been noted [18]; we are not 
able to provide any explanations here for this particular disparity of theory to data. 
 
From the flame spread plot according to the above instructions, one obtains three vari-
ables directly: the value of C (‘flame spread parameter’) is stated to be the slope of this 
plot (Paragraph 12.2.7). This would mean a negative number, and Figure X2.2 of the 
standard more appropriately identifies C as = –slope. Calculating the correct values of C 
was made difficult by the fact that the units in the standard are inconsistent. Paragraph 
12.2.7 instructs the user to compute the values according to the illustration of Figure 
X2.2. Comparing Figure X2.2 with figures in Ref. [8], we deduced that Figure X2.2 is 
mis-labelled: the actual data points illustrated correspond to velocity units of mm/s, and 
not the m/s indicated on the figure. This situation is further complicated by the fact that 
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the data logging sheet is labelled in mm units, but the user is nowhere informed that a 
mm/s to m/s conversion must somewhere be made. We obtained the slopes using our raw 
data with velocities as mm/s, then performed a conversion by reporting 
C slope  1000 . The tabulated results are reported in Fel! Okänt växelargument.. 
 
The second parameter taken from the plot is the x-axis intercept. The standard identifies it 
as being . A variable with exactly the same name was already called out in the 
ignitability portion of the calculations. This is confusing, but there is, in fact, a physical 
difference. The variable obtained in the ignitability calculations is the experimentally 
determined minimum flux for ignition. The variable obtained in the course of the flame 
spread computations is the extrapolated, critical flux for ignition. Thus, this second  
is not intended to represent the lowest value at which ignition will occur; it is instead an 
extrapolation. The difference between a minimum (i.e., the experimentally determined 
minimum) and the critical flux for ignition (i.e., the extrapolation of the ignitability curve 
to 

 ,qo ig

 ,qo ig

t  ) has been discussed by Janssens in the context of ignitability studies [19]. Here, 
the meaning of such a critical flux for ignition in the flame spread context is not 
altogether clear, since the values we see are high, higher than the physically occurring 
minimum flux levels. 
 
The last parameter obtained directly from the flame spread plot is the value of . This 
is defined as the minimum flux necessary for flame spread. We determined it by inspec-
ting the spreadsheet column containing the x-axis data for the flame velocity plots and 
picking out the minimum value from that column. In cases where the specimen spreads 
flame to the end, this value is still reported and the standard does not discuss any special 
provisions for this case. We identify such cases by a note in 

 ,qo s

Fel! Okänt växelargument.. 
 
The next flame spread parameters to be computed are Tig and Ts,min. Their values are 
required to be found by exactly the same procedures as were described under the ig-
nitability portion, above. In our case, however, there is a slight difference since the 
ignitability procedures were done in the Cone Calorimeter, while the spread of flame 
procedures were done in the LIFT apparatus. The difference is that in the required tem-
perature computations, hc was taken as 0.0115 for the Cone Calorimeter.  
For the flame spread procedures in the LIFT apparatus, we use the value hc = 0.015 
mandated in the ASTM E 1321-90 standard. The Tig value to be reported under the flame 
spread procedure is based on using the flame-spread-value of  ,qo ig, just as the Tig 
determination in the ignitability procedure used the value of  ,qo ig obtained within that 
particular procedure. The value of Ts,min is obtained by, again, using the same procedures, 
but this time inserting  as the flux value to be used. We obtained both values by using 
the same trial-and-error method as previously. 

 ,qo s

 
Finally, the value of  is to be determined by solving Eq. 8 in Paragraph 12.2.8 of the 
standard: 

  

4

2


( )Cb
 Eq 5 

These values are tabulated in Fel! Okänt växelargument.. As suggested in Ref. [8], but 
not mandated in the standard, we also added a column tabulating the variable group  
/kC, as the final reported variable. 
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6.2.2.1 Comparison of LIFT results to other published values 
 
It is interesting to compare the values we have obtained in our study from other values 
reported for the LIFT test [5][6][8][19][22][23][24][25]. The materials we tested were 
procured for this study and were not co-ordinated with any other research projects; con-
sequently, none of the exact same materials that we have tested have been examined by 
other investigators. Nonetheless, we can compare values for the four building products on 
a generic basis. These comparisons are shown in Fel! Okänt växelargument.. The first 
line of each of products refers to our data. 
 
The data need to be placed in the context of test method reproducibility, of course. Such 
reproducibility data from a recent round-robin [26] for the ASTM E 1321-90 method 
show that the data spread from different laboratories for reported test results such as k C  

and  covers a span of about 2:1. The value pertains only to well-behaved specimens, 
where laboratories did not have difficulties in testing. For specimens where laboratories 
apparently experienced difficulties, data variations over a span of 10:1 are found. Our 
data are generally within a factor of 2 of other workers’ values that are compiled in Fel! 
Okänt växelargument.. This would suggest that our results are within the general spread 
of the test data, but the large data spread characteristic to this method preclude us from 
drawing any more detailed conclusions. 
 
In terms of comparisons to the ignition temperatures obtained from the ignitability testing 
procedures, there are some reliable data for PMMA, both black and clear [27]. These 
experimentally determined PMMA ignition temperatures are 317°C for black PMMA and 
313°C for clear grade. Our imputed value of 283°C, obtained from the ignitability 
procedure, thus seems at least as plausible as the value of 378°C obtained in other 
investigations listed in Fel! Okänt växelargument.. However, the values of Tig obtained 
from the flame spread procedure—both our own and those in the literature—appear to be 
systematically high. It must be noted that neither the ignitability nor the flame spread 
procedures set down in ASTM E 1321-90 are intended to produce actual thermophysical 
constants corresponding to the ignition event. They produce computational quasi-
properties only, where little meaningfulness should be expected if taken out of the context 
of the specified correlational procedure. 

Table Fel! Okänt växelargument. Comparison of our building products data to other 
results 

(i) Ignitability parameters 
 
Product Thick. 

mm 

 ,qo ig 

kW m-2 
b 

s-1/2 
t* Tig  

°C 
h 

kW m-2 K-1 
k C  

(kW/ m2 K)2s

wood particleboard 19 10 0.0346 836 319 0.0338 1.215 
"              "           [19] 13 19.7  422 0.0431 0.277 
"              "           [8] 13 16 - 18 0.05 342 - 

395
  0.93-0.94 

"              "           [6] ?  382  0.93 

PU foam, rigid FR 40 14 0.2148 22 380 0.0392 0.042 
PU foam, rigid FR #1[23] 50 15  376  0.037 
PU foam, rigid FR #2[23] 50 15.2  379  0.051 
PU foam, rigid FR #3[23] 50 21.0  445  0.037 

PMMA, black 10 8 0.0299 1119 283 0.0308 1.348 
"      , Type G, clear (?)  [8] 13 15 0.05 456   1.02 
"      , clear (?)    [6] ? 16  378  1.02 
"      ,  (?)        [30] ? 9.3     
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"      ,  (?)        [25] 13 < 15  456 < 388   
"      ,  (?)        [22] 3 9.0  283  1.04 

insulating fibreboard 13 8 0.0591 286 283 0.0308 0.345 
"              "             [8] ? 14 0.07 355  0.46 
"              "             [5] ? 19  423  0.204 

 
 
 
 (ii) Flame spread parameters 
 
Product C 

(flame spread 

parameter) 

s1/2 m3/2 kW-1 

 ,qo ig 

kW m-2 
Tig 

°C 
 

 ,qo s  

kW m-2 

Ts,min 

°C 

 

kW2 m-3 


k C

 

m K2 s-1 
wood particleboard 7.97 15.3 381 6.86 243 16.7 13.8
"           "              [19]  19.7 422  184 1.7 6
"           "              [24] 5.1-7.6 17-

24 
4.0-5.0   

"           "              [8] 6.32 - 10.1 17 382-
412

6.0 - 
9.0 

210 - 
275 

4.27 -
12.75 

5 - 14

PU foam, rigid FR 1.20 20.7 443 1.70 95 19.1 455.0
PU foam, rigid FR #1 [23]   6.0 224 4.0 108
PU foam, rigid FR #2 [23]   6.6 238 6.7 131
PU foam, rigid FR #3 [23]   7.7 176 8.8 238

PMMA, black 6.99 15.0 377  0.74  < 56 29.2 21.6
"      , Type G, clear (?)  [8] 6.3 16 378 1.0 90 14.43 14
"      , clear (?)        [6]  16 378  < 90 14.4 
"      ,  (?)        [24]  12.2  43 10.1 
"      ,  (?)        [25] 6.0-8.2 12.5-

16.5 
352-
409

<1.0  <88 

"      ,  (?)        [22] 9.9 11.9 0.8 42 10.6 10.2

insulating fibreboard 2.85 15.3 381 1.82 100 45.0 130.4
"              "             [8] 4.1-10.7 12-

14 
330-
355

1.0 90 - 
210 

2.25 5 - 42

"              "             [5]    12.9 
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For upholstered furniture composites, no direct comparison can be made without having 
access to similarly constructed specimens. This, unfortunately, is hardly ever the case. It 
is of interest, however, to examine how our data compare with a range of observed 
values. Such comparisons are shown in Fel! Okänt växelargument.. The comparison 
shows that our values lie in all cases within the range of literature values. We find it 
surprising, however, to see that literature values for   of upholstered furniture 
composites span a range of 1.54 to 84.38. If the value of   is, indeed, to be associated 
with the flame flux seen by the specimen, it is difficult to comprehend that real fluxes 
would show anywhere close to such a span. This is especially in the view of the fact that 
all of the furniture composites reported in the literature are rather similar in thermal 
response and only show heat release rate variations over a span of about 3:1. 
 

Table Fel! Okänt växelargument. Comparison of our upholstered furniture results to 
other data 

(i) Ignitability parameters 
 
Product  ,qo ig 

kW m-2 
b t* Tig  

°C 
h 

kW m-2 K-1 
k C  

(kW/ m2 K)2s

cotton/Kevlar/HR PU foam 7 0.0647 239 263 0.0292 0.259 
acrylic pile/HR PU foam 7 0.0492 413 263 0.0292 0.448 
PVC/rebonded PU foam [7] 9 0.089 284 0.0341 0.188 
PVC/Kevlar/rebonded PU foam [7] 13 0.054 349 0.0395 0.690 
FR PVC/melamine PU foam [7] 3 0.041 139 0.0252 0.482 
FR PVC/CMHR PU foam [7] 3 0.034 139 0.0252 0.706 
FR PVC/neoprene foam [7] 3 0.038 139 0.0252 0.569 
FR PVC/rebonded FR PU foam [7] 3 0.039 139 0.0252 0.530 

 
 
 
(ii) Flame spread parameters 
 
Product C 

(flame spread 
parameter) 

s1/2 m3/2 kW-1 

 ,qo ig 
kW m-2

Tig 
°C 
 

 ,qo s  

kW m-2

Ts,min 

°C 
 

kW2 m-3 


k C
 

m K2 s-1

cotton/Kevlar/HR PU foam 2.62 17.2 404 0.65 < 52 44.2 170.5
acrylic pile/HR PU foam 10.75 8.14 269 4.01 172 4.6 10.2
PVC/rebonded PU foam [7] 3.89   0.64 38 10.67 
PVC/Kevlar/rebonded PU foam [7] 5.22   7.04 198 16.20 
FR PVC/melamine PU foam [7] 3.00   1.97 99 84.38 
FR PVC/CMHR PU foam [7] 26.8   1.68 86 1.54 
FR PVC/neoprene foam [7] 15.7   2.06 102 3.61 
FR PVC/rebonded FR PU foam [7] 20.0   2.12 104 2.07 
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6.2.2.2 Flame flux data measured in the LIFT apparatus 
 
The flame flux data were recorded as millivolt-versus-time signals. These were converted 
to units of kW m-2 according to the calibration procedure, discussed above. To convert to 
a flux-versus-distance plot, the flame spread rate at the vicinity of the heat flux location 
was determined from the readings at the two closest measuring stations. The ensuing 
velocity was used directly, since velocity variations in the near vicinity of the heat flux 
meter were invariably small. The x-coordinate scale was determined by assigning the 
highest heat flux meter reading at the flame front (excluding data points deemed to be 
outliers) to the x-coordinate values identified as ‘n’ or ‘f’ in Tables 2 and 3. We note that 
this procedure does not quantify the offset distance between the maximum flame flux 
position and position visually identified as ‘the flame front.’ It also does not quantify the 
‘flame overhang’ distance, i.e., the distance between the visual flame front and the x-
coordinate location at which surface ignition has occurred. 
 
Figures 24-35 show the flame flux results, given separately for each location of the heat 
flux meter. The flame front locations were not identical for the two heat flux meters in 
general. Typically, above the specimen centreline, the flame front was near-vertical. The 
measurements, however, confirm the same observation noted visually: below the centre-
line, the flame front tended to be less advanced for progressive distances down the sample 
surface. We presume that the curvature of the flame front reflects uneven convective 
cooling of a specimen in the vertical direction. As can be seen by comparing the graphs, 
the data obtained at the ‘far’ locations were generally similar to those from the ‘near’ 
positions except for the fact that the results were sometimes noisier.  
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Flame fluxes measured for wood particleboard, 
near location 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Flame fluxes measured for wood particleboard, far 
location 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Flame fluxes measured for rigid FR polyurethane 
foam, near location 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Flame fluxes measured for rigid FR polyurethane 
foam, far location 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Flame fluxes measured for black PMMA, near 
location 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Flame fluxes measured for black PMMA, far 
location 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Flame fluxes measured for insulating fibreboard, 
near location 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Flame fluxes measured for insulating fibreboard, 
far location 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Flame fluxes measured for cotton fabric/Kevlar 
interliner/HR foam, near location 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Flame fluxes measured for cotton fabric/Kevlar 
interliner/HR foam, far location 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Flame fluxes measured for acrylic pile fabric/HR 
foam, near location 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Flame fluxes measured for acrylic pile fabric/HR 
foam, far location 

 
 
The lines connecting the points in Figures 24-35 are simply straight line segments joining 
experimental data points. For actual curve-fitting, the results needed to be numerically 
fitted to a functional shape. Initial examination by eye indicated that the shapes of the 
curves varied in different ways for the different products. In all cases, some deviations 
from a pure exponential form could be seen, but for computational purposes it was evi-
dent that a simple exponential representation would be sufficiently accurate,  
 

  Eq 6 
ffo

f
xxk

fofl

xxq

xxeqxq ff



 

for                   

for            )(
)(





where xf is the position of the peak flame flux,  is the value of the peak flame flux for 
the flame front, and kf is the exponential decay constant. In terms of the experimental 
measurements, then, the heat flux meter readings were analysed according to the follow-
ing equation: 

q fo

  Eq 7 y c c c x c   
1 2 3 4

exp ( )
where c1 = non-flame heat flux, including external panel irradiance, convection, re-
radiation; c2 = flame flux peak height,    ; c3 = flame flux exponential decay constant, 
kf ; and c4 = distance offset along the x direction. The flame flux curve-fitting results, 
obtained with the aid of a non-linear curve fitting programme, are provided in Appendix 
2. The 2 s data scanning interval limited the number of data points which could be col-
lected in the steep-gradient portion of the curves. Thus, it can be seen that curve fits 
varied substantially, from quite good to significantly uncertain. Summary data for all 
products are presented in Tables 2 and 3. 

q fo

 
Photographs showing the flame shapes for the test specimens are given in Figures 36-40. 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Flame shapes for wood particleboard. The photo 
to the left shows the more dense flames that appeared when the flame front 
had moved less than 200 mm. When the flame front had progressed beyond 
350 mm the flames were very thin and almost invisible as can be seen in the 
photo to the right. 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Flame shapes for rigid FR polyurethane foam. The 
photo to the left shows the more dense flames that appeared when the flame 
front was at 320 mm.  
A few seconds later the flames at the hotter end disappeared and they 
remained only near the flame front. The photo to the right shows the flames 
at 520 mm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Flame shapes for black PMMA. The photo to the 
left shows the more dense flames that appeared when the flame front was at 
300 mm. When the flame front progressed further on the flames were slightly 
thinner. The photo to the right shows the flames at 600 mm. 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Flame shapes for insulating fibreboard. The photo 
to the left shows the more dense flames that appeared when the flame front 
was at 330 mm. When the flame front had progressed beyond 350 mm the 
flames were  
very thin and almost invisible. The photo to the right shows the flames  
at 480 mm. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. Flame shapes for acrylic pile fabric/HR foam. The 
photo shows the flames when the flame front was at 300 mm. 

 
 
 

6.3 Cone Calorimeter HRR and other results 
 
Summary tables for Cone Calorimeter tests where HRR measurements were made (25, 
35, 50 kW m-2, plus 1 kW m-2 above minimum flux) are provided in Appendix 3. These 
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give the primary variables for HRR and other properties. A companion statistical analysis 
for the replicates follows after the individual data reports. 
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7 LIFT tests without delayed piloting 
 
The conventional LIFT test uses delayed piloting in order to make certain simplifications 
of data reduction. Delayed piloting can introduce anomalous physical behaviour, since 
parts of the specimen may have changed their surface chemistry prior to flame spread. In 
other words, the hot end of the specimen may be ‘pre-charred,’ while the cool end is not. 
Flame spread characteristics can be expected to be affected, then, by such a situation. 
This problem is well-known in general, and researchers at the U.S. Bureau of Mines some 
year ago even proposed that pre-charring be utilised as a technique for imparting a 
measure of fire retardancy to certain materials [28]. More specifically, in an extensive 
study with the LIFT apparatus, Nisted found that when some materials were pre-heated 
according to the standard, they “gave up all the combustible gases before the calculated 
preheat time was over, so that ignition did not occur...” [29]. His solution was to re-test 
some such materials with about half the pre-heat time recommended by the ASTM E 
1321-90 standard. Even when that was done, his conclusion was that for 2 out of 3 prod-
ucts, reasonable results were still not being obtained. 
 
Later, Janssens studied the effect of delayed piloting and compared it to tests where no 
delayed piloting was used [30]. He examined the situation solely from a data point of 
view, without studying the response chemistry. Nonetheless, it was clear that certain 
specimens, when tested with delayed piloting, showed flame spread anomalies. By con-
trast, tests without delayed piloting run on the same materials exhibited fewer unusual 
deviations. Thus, Janssens recommended that delayed piloting be removed from the test 
protocol. Such a change will require that a different method be provided for data analysis. 
The ISO Working Group on Flame Spread are currently awaiting details of such a revised 
data analysis scheme. 
 
Our work, above, confirmed the difficulties reported by previous investigators with the 
delayed piloting scheme. Procedures for a new data reduction scheme to be espoused by 
ASTM or ISO based on conducting tests without delayed piloting have not yet been 
firmed up. Thus, as part of our experimental work, we present some additional experi-
mental data for specimens without delayed piloting. This is not accompanied by a pres-
entation of LIFT-type test result analyses, in the absence of standardisation recommen-
dations. 
 
The additional LIFT tests were conducted on the same 6 materials, but not accompanied 
by heat flux meter or thermocouple instrumentation. The latter were considered unneces-
sary to repeat, since an adequate collection of heat flux data was already obtained. 
 
Tests according to the IMO protocol are run at a fixed value of panel maximum flux =  
50 kW m-2. This value is used for very-low HRR marine materials, but was considered 
generally excessive for more combustible products, of the types being tested here. Thus, 
the values of panel heat flux used in our tests were 20 and 30 kW m-2. 
 
At least three test runs were run on each product in the mode without delayed piloting. At 
first, the pilot flame was vertically positioned, see Fel! Okänt växelargument., but this 
turned out to give “no ignition” in some cases, thus in the remaining tests the pilot flame 
was in the horizontal position, as shown in Fel! Okänt växelargument.. 
 
All test results are given in Appendix 4. 
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Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument. General view of LIFT apparatus with the pilot 
burner in vertical position 
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8 Discussion 
 
Concerning the ASTM E 1321-90 test method 
 
We found the data analysis procedures of ASTM E 1321-90 substantially difficult to use. 
This started with even the basic description of the test geometry. The only figure illus-
trating the flame spread process in the standard (Figure X2.1) is for wind-aided spread, 
while the test method itself only pertains to opposed-flow flame spread. More substantive 
was the situation that a data reduction computer programme conforming to the standard 
was not available. To reduce the data by hand required that a large effort be expended in 
trying to understand sections of the standard which were incomplete, confusing, or con-
tradictory. 
 
In using the ASTM E 1321-90 standard, a number of places were encountered where data 
reduction required judgement. We have documented those in some detail in the preceding 
sections. It means, in practice, that the same raw data could lead to different sets of 
reduced data, depending on the choices made by the person analysing the data.  
 
Concerning the flame flux measurements 
 
For the near-position measurements from the smaller heat flux meter, which we consider 
the most accurate set of our results, the variations in peak flame heat flux among the 
materials only span a range of about 4:1. This appears to be consistent with visual obser-
vations of flames during test. It is also consistent with other information about the range 
of product behaviour differences for these products. As expected, our results do not indi-
cate the very wide data spread seen when compared to the published results in the litera-
ture [1]. Part of the reason why literature data show such a large spread is because the 
experimental conditions were not the same for all investigations; yet, unfortunately, the 
effects on flame flux from changing the orientation, geometry, etc., are not yet quantified. 
In our experiments, all data were taken under similar experimental conditions, eliminating 
this uncontrolled variable.  
 
The variations in the exponential decay constant also span only a range of less than 4:1. 
These data are less certain, however, and are subject to more of a systematic bias, which 
we discuss next. 
 
The measured values should not be taken as being a precise determination of the heat flux 
distribution. Not knowing the actual, true values, error magnitudes are hard to quantify; 
however, several error sources can be discussed qualitatively. The sensing surface of the 
water-cooled heat flux meter is not at the same temperature as the actual specimen 
surface. To the extent that the heat flux is dominated by radiation, such an error is small. 
For heat fluxes arising from gas conduction/convection, the error may be higher. This has 
to do less with the inexact surface temperature (which is greatly lower than the flame 
temperature, for both heat flux meter face and specimen face) than with convective flow 
patterns. A small circle of a differing temperature will change the boundary layer and 
may induce different velocities than those on an undisturbed surface. A more significant 
error comes from a spread of the spatial data. The data for kf above show values consis-
tent with peak widths of 1 to 3 mm. Even the smaller, 3 mm heat flux meter is obviously 
a very coarse tool for such measurement. Yet it is the smallest commercially practical 
heat flux meter. An alternative to direct measurement of heat fluxes with heat flux meters 
is to back-calculate the heat fluxes from temperatures provided by embedded thermo-
couples, laser optical methods, etc. 
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Several of the literature citations discussed above have used such alternatives. The wide 
spread of data reported in the literature, on the other hand, scarcely provides a recom-
mendation for the use of such much more difficult alternative techniques. Finally, for the 
furniture composites, it was difficult to ensure that in all cases the heat flux meter face 
was exactly flush with the sample surface. It was also difficult to drill holes through the 
specimen’s layers which fit smoothly around the periphery of the heat flux meter. Thus, 
there were sometimes slight surface deviations in the area of the heat flux meter; these 
were made worse by the shrinking movements of fabric surface in the course of the 
heating. 
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9 Conclusions 
 
The first systematic experimental programme was conducted to measure flame flux data 
in the LIFT test, accompanied by standard LIFT test results and by Cone Calorimeter 
results on the same products. Six products of very different form and composition were 
tested.  
 
The recommendation of Janssens for analysing thermally-thick products according to a  
-0.55 power law was proven out on the basis of Cone Calorimeter results. Similarly, for 
furniture composites a thermally-thin model was seen as satisfactory, conforming to a  
-1.0 power law. The ignitability data showed highly consistent behaviour and allow one 
to treat with confidence the demarcation line between ignition and non-ignition. 
 
Heat release rate and other standard data also obtained from the Cone Calorimeter are 
reported here for the products tested, but no further analysis is presented in this report. 
 
LIFT test results were presented in two categories: (a) as standard distance-versus-time 
plots, accompanied by a reporting of the variables specified in ASTM E 1321-90. (2) 
flame flux plots, obtained from heat flux meters, and analysed according to an exponen-
tial flame flux model. 
 
The reduction of data according to ASTM E 1321-90 was found to be subject to judge-
ment and interpretation. It did not appear possible that the test could be successfully con-
ducted by technicians who can normally conduct other fire tests such as the Cone Calo-
rimeter. The judgement-dependent features led to the concern that different operators can 
derive differing reduced data results while starting with identical raw data values. The 
data process was also notably laborious and no computer software conforming to ASTM 
E 1321-90 requirements was found to exist. 
 
The LIFT results presented within our study are in general agreement with previously 
published values. A more quantitative assessment of this cannot be offered, since (a) no 
other studies have encompassed the identical products, a comparison being possible only 
to generally-similar products. (b) The latest available round-robin data on this test indi-
cate that substantial reproducibility difficulties exist. 
 
As Nisted had found earlier, we also encountered difficulties with the preheating specifi-
cation of the standard due to some materials having pre-charred badly and being unable to 
subsequently ignite when the pilot flame is introduced. In our case, however, we en-
countered additional problems due to excessive distortion of some specimens due to the 
required delay prior to piloting. We agree with Janssens’ recommendation that the stan-
dard would be improved by eliminating the delay in piloting. For this reason, we also 
conducted a follow-on series of tests with no delay in piloting. 
 
The measured flame flux peaks ranged from 25 to 92 kW m-2. The peak widths were 
recorded as mostly in the range of 1 to 3 mm. These values seem of the right magnitude, 
although the widths are presumed to be systematically overestimated, due to the finite 
diameter of the smallest commercially available heat flux meter. The low values recorded 
for wood particleboard are attributable, in part, to some fouling of the heat flux meter 
surface. For the remaining materials, the fluxes generally were in the range of 40 to 80 
kW m-2. A comparison of the readings of the small versus the large heat flux meter shows 
notable differences, but no clear systematic tendencies. 
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Similarly, the data from the two heat flux meter locations also do not suggest a strong 
material property. These findings suggest that the specimen’s thermophysical/chemical 
nature does not have a strong influence on the flame flux. It would appear that a nominal 
flame flux value of ca. 55 kW m-2 could adequately represent the materials examined. 
 
The experimental work reported as part of this study did not address any issues of flame 
flux dependence on specimen scale nor on its orientation. All of the numerical values 
discussed above are pertinent only to the LIFT test geometry. For successfully predicting 
real-scale fires, it is important that scale and orientation effects should be characterised. 
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Appendix 1 
 

Results from LIFT spread of flame tests 
 
Material: Wood particleboard Test no: 1  
Heat flux: 20 kW/m2 Preheat: 6:00 min No instruments in test 
specimen 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from ignition 
of burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from ignition 
of burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:19 3:55 6:00  Ignition of burner 
100 0:19 4:02    
150 0:19 5:25    
200 0:34 5:25    
250 1:09 5:28    
300 2:08 6:50    
350 3:45 8:03    
400 6:36 10:30    
450 10:46   10:46 Terminated 

 
 
 
 
 
Material: Wood particleboard Test no: 2  
Heat flux: 20 kW/m2 Preheat: 6:01 min No instruments in test 
specimen 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from ignition 
of burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from ignition 
of burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:06  6:01  Ignition of burner 
100 0:06 3:30    
150 0:18 4:30    
200 0:44 5:00    
250 1:29 6:00    
300 2:38 8:20    
350 4:51 11:30    
400 8:20     
425 12:18   12:18 Flame front left centre line 
    14:53 Flames went out 
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Material: Wood particleboard Test no: 3 File name: WP1209 
Heat flux: 20 kW/m2 Preheat: 6:05 min Flux gauge at 250 mm  
 

Dist Flame front1)  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:13  6:05  Ignition of burner 
100 0:13     
150 0:25 4:20    
200 0:57 5:30    
-1 1:56    Vertical flame front1) 
250 2:10 6:50    
U 2:15     
+1 2:30, appr     
L 2:45     
300 3:29     
350 5:35 10:41    
400 9:03 12:59  17:22 Flames went out 

Notes U = upper flux gauge (3 mm), (equation: flux = 8.3497 x outsignal - 0.56059) 
 L = lower flux gauge (6 mm), (equation: flux = 8.4532 x outsignal - 0.090617) 
 -1 = 10 mm before flux gauge position 
 +1 = 10 mm after flux gauge position 
1) The flame front slowed down and was almost vertical when passing the instruments. 

Before and after passing the instruments, the flame front below the centre line was 
gradually less advanced down the specimen surface. 

 
 
 
 
Material: Wood particleboard Test no: 4 File name: WP1215 
Heat flux: 20 kW/m2 Preheat: 6:00 min Flux gauge at 406 mm   
 

Dist Flame front2)  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:26  6:00  Ignition of burner 
100 0:30     
150 0:45 5:30    
200 1:08 5:55    
250 1:50 6:50    
300 3:00     
350 5:16 11:30    
-1 8:31     
406 9:54 15:20    
U 10:00 to 11:00    Very hard to see. The flames  
L 11:35    were very thin2) 
+1 13:22   17:00 Terminated 

Notes U = upper flux gauge (3 mm), (equation: flux = 9.2146 x outsignal - 0.69928) 
 L = lower flux gauge (6 mm), (equation: flux = 8.4534 x outsignal - 0.40133) 
 -1 = 10 mm before flux gauge position 
 +1 = 10 mm after flux gauge position 
2) The flame front was very weak before passing the instruments. It almost stopped. The 

flames were stronger again, after the instruments. 
 Tar was observed on the flux gauges when the flame front reached them. 
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Material: PU foam, rigid, FR Test no: 1  
Heat flux: 20 kW/m2 Preheat: 0:20 min No instruments in test 
specimen 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:01  0:20  Ignition of burner 
100 0:01     
150 0:01 0:15    
200 0:01 0:16    
250 0:01 0:18    
300 0:01 0:21    
350 0:09 0:25    
400 0:17 0:39    
450 0:34 0:59    
500 0:55 1:20    
550 1:20 1:50    
600 1:53     
610 2:06   2:06 Flames went out 

 
 
 
 
 
Material: PU foam, rigid, FR Test no: 2  
Heat flux: 20 kW/m2 Preheat: 0:20 min No instruments in test 
specimen 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:02  0:20  Ignition of burner 
100 0:02     
150 0:03 0:16    
200 0:03 0:18    
250 0:05 0:20    
300 0:09 0:25    
350 0:14 0:33    
400 0:27 0:43    
450 0:39 0:56    
500 0:56 1:10    
550 1:13 1:30    
600 1:39     
645 2:09   2:09 Flames went out1) 
1) Flames at about 150 mm at the lower edge remained until 5:21. 
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Material: PU foam, rigid, FR Test no: 3 File name: PU1215 
Heat flux: 20 kW/m2 Preheat: 0:22 min Flux gauge at 412 mm   
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:01  0:22  Ignition of burner 
100 0:01 0:12    
150 0:01 0:15    
200 0:01 0:17    
250 0:02 0:20    
300 0:06 0:25    
350 0:12 0:32    
400 0:20 0:41    
U 0:22     
-1 0:22     
412 0:25     
+1 0:28     
L 0:30     
450 0:37 0:56    
500 0:58 1:13    
550 1:19 1:42    
590 1:50   1:50 Flame front left centre line 

Notes U = upper flux gauge (3 mm), (equation: flux = 9.3498 x outsignal - 1.4244) 
 L = lower flux gauge (6 mm), (equation: flux = 8.4741 x outsignal + 0.12345) 
 -1 = 10 mm before flux gauge position 
 +1 = 10 mm after flux gauge position 
 
 
 
 
 
Material: PU foam, rigid, FR Test no: 4 File name: PU1216 
Heat flux: 20 kW/m2 Preheat: 0:21 min Flux gauge at 519 mm   
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:03  0:21  Ignition of burner 
100 0:03     
150 0:03 0:15    
200 0:03 0:17    
250 0:05 0:22    
300 0:09 0:28    
350 0:16 0:35    
400 0:28 0:45    
450 0:42 1:00    
500 1:02 1:20    
U 1:06     
-1 1:06     
519 1:11 1:32    
+1 1:17     
L 1:17     
550 1:28     
580 1:45   1:45 Flame front left centre line 

Notes U = upper flux gauge (3 mm), (equation: flux = 9.2316 x outsignal - 0.78207) 
 L = lower flux gauge (6 mm), (equation: flux = 8.3975 x outsignal + 0.062842) 
 -1 = 10 mm before flux gauge position 
 +1 = 10 mm after flux gauge position 
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Material: PMMA, black Test no: 1  
Heat flux: 17 kW/m2 Preheat: 15:00 min No instruments in test 
specimen 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:19 15:12 15:00  Ignition of burner 
100 0:19 15:12    
150 0:19 15:12    
200 0:19 15:12    
250 0:27 15:12   Serious dripping from 11:15 
300 1:21     
350 2:52 20:30    
400 5:17 24:45    
450 8:58 29:35    
500 12:30 34:30    
550 18:12 40:50    
600 25:48 48:50    
650 34:34     
700 44:24     
750 54:47   55:00 Terminated 

 
 
 
 
 
Material: PMMA, black Test no: 2  
Heat flux: 17 kW/m2 Preheat: 15:00 min No instruments in test 
specimen 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:09  15:00  Ignition of burner 
100 0:09 13:20   Flashing before stable flame 

front 
150 0:09 13:45    
200 0:09 14:30    
250 0:34 16:00   Serious dripping from 10 min 
300 1:37 18:00    
350 3:17 21:00    
400 5:46 25:45    
450 9:10 29:45    
500 13:00 37:00    
550 18:40 42:30    
600 25:45 50:00    
650 33:00     
700 43:05     
750 53:00   55:00 Terminated 
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Material: PMMA, black Test no: 3 File name: PM1213 
Heat flux: 17 kW/m2 Preheat: 15:00 min Flux gauge at 327 mm   
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:06  15:00  Ignition of burner 
100 0:06    Flashing to 200 mm before a  
150 0:06 13:20   stable flame front was 

established 
200 0:06 14:15    
250 0:21 15:20   Serious dripping from 12 min 
300 1:03 17:30    
-1 1:29 21:20    
U 1:40     
327 1:47     
+1 2:09     
L 2:40     
350 3:00     
400 5:10     
450 8:43     
500 12:59     
550 18:37   22:00 Terminated 

Notes U = upper flux gauge (3 mm), (equation: flux = 8.557 x outsignal - 0.497) 
 L = lower flux gauge (6 mm), (equation: flux = 8.425 x outsignal - 0.140) 
 -1 = 10 mm before flux gauge position 
 +1 = 10 mm after flux gauge position 
 
 
Material: PMMA, black Test no: 4 File name: PM1214 
Heat flux: 17 kW/m2 Preheat: 15:00 min Flux gauge at 648 mm   
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:07  15:00  Ignition of burner 
100 0:07     
150 0:07     
200 0:07 13:40    
250 0:13 16:00   Serious dripping from 10 min 
300 1:04 17:20    
350 2:29 20:30    
400 4:47 24:15    
450 8:13 28:15    
500 13:24 33:40  15:25 Flame front reached the centre  
550 17:10 39:35   line from above1) 
600 23:35 46:15    
U 28:50     
-1 29:53     
648 31:46 58:30    
+1 33:28     
L 34:12     
700 44:15     
750 52:45   59:00 Terminated 

Notes U = upper flux gauge (3 mm), (equation: flux = 9.2574 x outsignal - 1.3546) 
 L = lower flux gauge (6 mm), (equation: flux = 8.4116 x outsignal - 0.3197) 
 -1 = 10 mm before flux gauge position 
 +1 = 10 mm after flux gauge position  
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1)  The flame front consisted of two vertical fronts with a horizontal front between them. The 
horizontal flame front propagated downwards. 
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Material: Insulating fibreboard Test no: 1  
Heat flux: 15 kW/m2 Preheat: 8:00 min No instruments in test 
specimen  
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:03  8:00  Ignition of burner 
100 0:03     
150 0:03     
200 0:03     
250 0:03     
300 0:17 1:20    
350 0:28 2:08    
400 0:53 2:42    
450 1:29 3:40    
500 2:33 4:30    
550 4:09   5:20 Flame front left centre line 

 
 
 
 
 
Material: Insulating fibreboard Test no: 2  
Heat flux: 15 kW/m2 Preheat: 8:01 min No instruments in test 
specimen  
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:03  8:01  Ignition of burner 
100 0:03 0:30    
150 0:04 1:25    
200 0:05 1:35    
250 0:12 1:45    
300 0:24 1:50    
350 0:38 2:25    
400 1:03 2:50    
450 1:40 3:50    
500 2:37     
550 3:52 6:00    
590 6:15   6:15 Flame front left centre line 
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Material: Insulating fibreboard Test no: 3 File name: LD1213 
Heat flux: 15 kW/m2 Preheat: 8:03 min Flux gauge at 300 mm   
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:11  8:03  Ignition of burner 
100 0:11     
150 0:11     
200 0:11 1:26    
250 0:14 1:36    
U 0:21     
-1 0:21     
300 0:23 1:45    
+1 0:27     
L 0:28     
350 0:35 2:25    
400 1:00 2:45    
450 1:38     
500 2:25  3:00  Terminated 

Notes U = upper flux gauge (3 mm), (equation: flux = 8.7646 x outsignal - 0.43397) 
 L = lower flux gauge (6 mm), (equation: flux = 8.3975 x outsignal - 0.18908) 
 -1 = 10 mm before flux gauge position 
 +1 = 10 mm after flux gauge position 
 
 
 
 
Material: Insulating fibreboard Test no: 4 File name: LD1214 
Heat flux: 15 kW/m2 Preheat: 8:05 min Flux gauge at 500 mm   
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:08  8:05  Ignition of burner 
100 0:08 0:40    
150 0:08 1:20    
200 0:08 1:36    
250 0:15 1:40    
300 0:26 2:00    
350 0:38 2:24    
400 1:09 3:05    
450 1:50 3:45    
U 2:26     
-1 2:34     
500 2:50 4:45    
+1 3:04     
L 3:18     
550 4:01  14:00  Terminated 

Notes U = upper flux gauge (3 mm), (equation: flux = 9.2742 x outsignal - 1.4379) 
 L = lower flux gauge (6 mm), (equation: flux = 8.4739 x outsignal + 0.09582) 
 -1 = 10 mm before flux gauge position 
 +1 = 10 mm after flux gauge position 
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Material: Cotton/Kevlar/HR PU foam Test no: 1  
Heat flux: 15 kW/m2 Preheat: 3:38 min No instruments in test 
specimen 
 

Dist Flame front Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:01  2:50  Glowing points below centre  
100 0:01    line at 50 mm 
150 0:01 0:45 3:38  Ignition of burner 
200 0:07 0:55  1:00 Fabric cracked at the lower edge 

of the holder 
250 0:20 0:59  1:05 The broken fabric turned up  
300 0:48 1:20   from 50 to 250 mm. The crack  
350 1:22 2:00   had reached the centre line. It 
400 2:06 2:40   kept on progressing along the 
450 2:54 3:30   flame front 
500 3:53 4:30    
550 5:06 5:40    
600 6:29 6:55   Progression of crack ceased at 
650 8:00 8:30   600 mm 
700 9:49 10:20    
750 11:35 11:55  12:00 Terminated 

Notes At 10:28 from ignition, at 700 mm: The flame front on the centre line consisted of two 
separate flames with the lower of them on the centre line. 

 
 
 
 
 
Material: Cotton/Kevlar/HR PU foam Test no: 2  
Heat flux: 15 kW/m2 Preheat: 3:00 min No instruments in test 
specimen  
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:02  3:00  Ignition of burner 
100 0:02     
150 0:02 0:45  1:00 The fabric started to crack 2 cm 
200 0:09 0:50   from the lower edge of the holder
250 0:22 0:50   The crack progressed upwards  
300 0:46 1:15   against the centre line at 400 mm 
350 1:21 1:50    
400 2:07 2:35   The crack progressed on the 
450 3:00 3:30   centre line close to the flame 
500 4:04 4:35   front to 550 mm 
550 5:25 5:55   The crack progressed above the  
600 6:48 7:20   centre line from 550 mm 
650 8:16 8:40    
700 10:02 10:40    
750 11:32 11:57  12:00 Terminated 
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Notes At about 650 mm: The flame front on the centre line consisted of two separate flames.  
At 9:39 from ignition, at 700 mm: The upper flame went out. Lower flame then grew 
bigger and formed a vertical flame front over the entire specimen height. 
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Material: Cotton/Kevlar/HR PU foam Test no: 3 File name: CO1C 
Heat flux: 15 kW/m2 Preheat: 3:00 min Flux gauge at 268 mm  
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:01  3:00a) 0:10b) a) Ignition of burner  
100 0:01 0:40   b) The fabric started to crack 
150 0:01 0:50   appr. 50 mm below centre line 
200 0:08 0:50    
250 0:24 1:00  0:33 The broken fabric turned up  
U 0:27    from 0 to about 250 mm 
-1 0:29     
268 0:34 1:05    
+1 0:39     
L 0:44     
300 0:52 1:20    
350 1:25   1:30 Terminated 

Notes U = upper flux gauge (3 mm), (equation: flux = 8.3491 x outsignal - 0.31026) 
 L = lower flux gauge (6 mm), (equation: flux = 8.5673 x outsignal - 0.12256) 
 -1 = 10 mm before flux gauge position 
 +1 = 10 mm after flux gauge position 
 
 
 
 
 
Material: Cotton/Kevlar/HR PU foam Test no: 4 File name: CO1D 
Heat flux: 15 kW/m2 Preheat: 2:59 min Flux gauge at 600 mm  
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:02 0:40 2:59  Ignition of burner 
100 0:02 0:43  0:51 The fabric started to crack at  
150 0:02 0:52   the lower edge of the holder. 
200 0:02 1:25   The fabric then turned up 
250 0:09 1:25    
300 0:26 1:25    
350 0:56 1:25    
400 1:34 2:07  1:25 The crack reached the centre line 
450 2:18 2:40    
500 3:16 4:00   The crack progressed above the  
550 4:24 5:05   centre line and ceased shortly 
-1 5:35    before the upper heat flux gauge 
600 5:53 6:15    
U 5:41     
+1 6:06     
L 6:20     
650 7:11 7:55  8:00 Terminated 

Notes U = upper flux gauge (3 mm), (equation: flux = 8.2362 x outsignal - 0.12238) 
 L = lower flux gauge (6 mm), (equation: flux = 8.6353 x outsignal - 0.4174) 
 -1 = 10 mm before flux gauge position 
 +1 = 10 mm after flux gauge position 
 At 6:03 from ignition, at about 600 mm: The flame front at the instruments consisted of 

three separate flames, the middle one on the centre line.  
The lower flame increased after 6:15 (when burn out had occurred at 600 mm). The lower 
flame then reached the thermocouple at 600 mm at 6:30. 
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Material: Acrylic/HR PU foam Test no: 1  
Heat flux: 28 kW/m2 Preheat: 0:30 min No instruments in test 
specimen 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:13  0:30  Ignition of burner 
100 0:13     
150 0:13 0:30    
200 0:13 0:39    
250 0:17 0:50    
300 0:33 1:05    
350 0:58 1:35    
400 1:33 2:10    
450 2:29 3:20    
500a) 3:46 a)    a) Fibre front 
500 3:51 4:40    
550 a) 5:45 a)    a) Fibre front 
550 5:56 6:34    
570    6:37 Flame front went out 

Notes Fibre front means that the pile fibres melted away shortly before the flame front arrived at 
that point. Observations on this topic were done only at these positions, although it 
occurred during the whole test. 

 
 
 
 
 
Material: Acrylic/HR PU foam Test no: 2  
Heat flux: 28 kW/m2 Preheat: 0:30 min No instruments in test 
specimen 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:07  0:30  Ignition of burner 
100 0:07     
150 0:07 0:30    
200 0:07 0:35    
250 0:11 0:45    
300 0:32 1:05    
350 0:56 1:30    
400 1:28 2:10    
450 2:21 3:20    
500 3:41 4:30    
550 5:14 6:50    
590    7:34 Flame front went out 

Notes At 2:57 from ignition, at 450 mm: The flame front consisted of two separate flames.  
At 5:53 from ignition, at 570 mm: The upper flame was above the centre line. The lower 
flame increased and reached 570 mm at 6:30. 

 No observations of fibre front were recorded. 
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Material: Acrylic/HR PU foam Test no: 3 File name: AC1C 
Heat flux: 28 kW/m2 Preheat: 0:29 min Flux gauge at 351 mm  
 
Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:03a) 0:24 0:29  Ignition of burner 
100 0:03a) 0:24   a) Flashes 
150 0:03a) 0:24    
200 0:07 0:29    
250 0:11 0:39    
300 0:32 1:15    
-1 0:53     
U 0:53     
351 1:02 1:36    
+1 1:09     
L 1:14     
400 1:31 2:15    
450b) 2:23b)    b) Fibre front 
450 2:29 3:30    
500b) 3:43b)    b) Fibre front 
500 3:48   4:45 Terminated 

Notes U = upper flux gauge (3 mm), (equation: flux = 8.018 x outsignal + 0.34552) 
 L = lower flux gauge (6 mm), (equation: flux = 8.481 x outsignal - 0.41411) 
 -1 = 10 mm before flux gauge position 
 +1 = 10 mm after flux gauge position 
 Fibre front means that the pile fibres melted away shortly before the flame front arrived at 

that point. Observations on this topic were done only at these positions. 
 
 
 
Material: Acrylic/HR PU foam Test no: 4 File name: AC1D 
Heat flux: 28 kW/m2 Preheat: 0:30 min Flux gauge at 484 mm  
 
Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from ignition 

of burner at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

from test 
start at, 
min:s 

from 
ignition of 
burner at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:08  0:30  Ignition of burner 
100 0:08     
150 0:08 0:25    
200 0:08 0:32    
250 0:12 0:45    
300 0:27 1:05    
350 0:52 1:40    
400 1:29 2:20    
450 2:24 3:20    
U 2:50     
-1 3:04     
484 3:24 4:25    
L 3:48     
+1 4:00 appr   6:00 Terminated 

Notes U = upper flux gauge (3 mm), (equation: flux = 8.038 x outsignal - 0.16152) 
 L = lower flux gauge (6 mm), (equation: flux = 8.4851 x outsignal - 0.18001) 
 -1 = 10 mm before flux gauge position 
 +1 = 10 mm after flux gauge position 
 At 3:30 appr: The flame front at the instruments consisted of three separate flames, the 

middle one on the centre line. The flame front was very weak at the instruments. The upper 
flame went out at 3:39. The middle flame went out at 3:43. The lower flame increased after 
that. 

 No observations of fibre front were recorded. 
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Appendix 2 
 

Results from curve-fitting of the flame flux data 
 

WP1209, 3 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.943479401  DF Adj r2=0.933202929  FitStdErr=1.27030353  Fstat=127.977096

a=16.038983 b=24.57527 

c=0.70053133 d=249.93988 
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WP1209, 6 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.978293365  DF Adj r2=0.973723547  FitStdErr=1.27676494  Fstat=300.459093

a=13.349158 b=28.685894 

c=0.32381108 d=224.76793 
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WP1215, 3 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.919560662  DF Adj r2=0.911899772  FitStdErr=4.62821117  Fstat=163.854772

a=7.0000282 b=42.244165 

c=0.49790296 d=408.97611 
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WP1215, 6 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.924967314  DF Adj r2=0.917271654  FitStdErr=4.11436482  Fstat=164.367

a=11.0009 b=44.658748 

c=0.73689577 d=405.04865 
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PU1215, 3 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.997238746  DF Adj r2=0.996502412  FitStdErr=1.20249153  Fstat=1926.15656

a=7.0339942 b=92.401697 

c=0.23237823 d=412.01612 
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PU1215, 6 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.9996729  DF Adj r2=0.999604036  FitStdErr=0.202810902  Fstat=20374.4363

a=6.3643505 b=56.585895 

c=0.37177042 d=385.25893 
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PU1216, 3 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.999872099  DF Adj r2=0.999835555  FitStdErr=0.225517814  Fstat=39087.5939

a=4.2305092 b=79.243897 

c=0.33099281 d=519.00694 
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PU1216, 6 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.935574704  DF Adj r2=0.924837155  FitStdErr=2.86123511  Fstat=121.015445

a=3.1795046 b=55.098238 

c=0.30000291 d=508.60514 
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PM1213, 3 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.980009389  DF Adj r2=0.976532761  FitStdErr=3.3552694  Fstat=392.187869

a=11.00006 b=47.032996 

c=0.36657489 d=327.88021 
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PM1213, 6 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.983257632  DF Adj r2=0.980213565  FitStdErr=2.02512755  Fstat=450.253412

a=9.0001118 b=55.693803 

c=0.27373941 d=290.27376 
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PM1214, 3 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.984942312  DF Adj r2=0.983761317  FitStdErr=3.1546207  Fstat=1133.79512

a=1.0002076 b=72.637395 

c=0.49167633 d=647.57509 
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PM1214, 6 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.809401173  DF Adj r2=0.796694584  FitStdErr=4.60165464  Fstat=86.3479807

a=1.414595 b=43.425984 

c=0.69 d=618.9492 
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LD1213, 3 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.999150417  DF Adj r2=0.999002663  FitStdErr=0.238857657  Fstat=9408.38464

a=8.5251358 b=36.717518 

c=0.25611323 d=300.39025 
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LD1213, 6 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.954871687  DF Adj r2=0.945846024  FitStdErr=4.88636163  Fstat=148.113265

a=7.4591243 b=39.721559 

c=0.12037649 d=268.62832 
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LD1214, 3 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.651548047  DF Adj r2=0.578189741  FitStdErr=11.0985635  Fstat=12.4655741

a=2.6293231 b=62.204468 

c=0.60203039 d=514.88866 
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LD1214, 6 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.964406607  DF Adj r2=0.9589307  FitStdErr=2.04240232  Fstat=243.855915

a=2.8136992 b=49.803105 

c=0.50000328 d=477.99273 
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CO1C, 3 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.672295811  DF Adj r2=0.621879782  FitStdErr=9.53353503  Fstat=18.463793

a=11.134565 b=67.610417 

c=0.40000063 d=263.02024 
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CO1C, 6 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.99289756  DF Adj r2=0.991606208  FitStdErr=1.13904758  Fstat=1071.77464

a=10.081464 b=64.790312 

c=0.37000105 d=225.82757 
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CO1D, 3 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.988154611  DF Adj r2=0.986000904  FitStdErr=1.11038503  Fstat=639.561253

a=1.2863914 b=36.551529 

c=0.20002189 d=598.72382 
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CO1D, 6 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.975107794  DF Adj r2=0.971674387  FitStdErr=1.3889016  Fstat=391.732177

a=1.3018844 b=37.055834 

c=0.22440697 d=587.65292 
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AC1C, 3 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.835621148  DF Adj r2=0.805734084  FitStdErr=6.27806176  Fstat=38.9735586

a=16.978166 b=55.366861 

c=0.40000142 d=348.93801 
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AC1C, 6 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.859531035  DF Adj r2=0.833991223  FitStdErr=6.17470965  Fstat=46.9124119

a=12.222326 b=61.713537 

c=0.35000032 d=327.9476 
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AC1C, 3 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.929170333  DF Adj r2=0.916292211  FitStdErr=4.87432784  Fstat=100.574229

a=7.2075853 b=68.931389 

c=0.99000131 d=488.199 
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AC1D, 6 mm gauge

Rank 1  Eqn 8001  y=Dec. exp.()

r2=0.805702562  DF Adj r2=0.770375755  FitStdErr=8.17590584  Fstat=31.7917366

a=6.5336445 b=61.091597 

c=0.52545734 d=468.88541 
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AC1D, 3 mm gauge
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Appendix 3 
 

Standard output from Cone Calorimeter HRR tests 
 
Building products 

Product Flux Qmax Q60 Q180 Q300 Qtot Tig SEA avg 

wood particleboard 12 139 123 99 75 24 696 27 
wood particleboard 12 137 124 102 79 25 664 29 
wood particleboard 12 134 120 97 75 24 698 23 
wood particleboard 25 169 147 123 102 129 116 18 
wood particleboard 25 212 140 120 102 128 128 27 
wood particleboard 25 189 143 122 104 131 134 31 
wood particleboard 35 192 166 143 121 135 60 35 
wood particleboard 35 194 169 143 124 134 68 37 
wood particleboard 35 193 170 146 126 139 68 40 
wood particleboard 50 216 185 163 142 180 30 62 
wood particleboard 50 213 185 162 141 154 32 49 
wood particleboard 50 226 192 167 145 163 24 49 
PU foam, rigid FR 16 132 60 31 26 8 26 409 
PU foam, rigid FR 16 141 57 29 27 8 24 371 
PU foam, rigid FR 16 137 64 36 33 10 32 398 
PU foam, rigid FR 25 199 165 122 73 22 8 765 
PU foam, rigid FR 25 204 166 124 74 22 4 756 
PU foam, rigid FR 25 210 167 127 76 23 4 756 
PU foam, rigid FR 35 242 194 130 78 23 3 827 
PU foam, rigid FR 35 231 187 119 71 21 3 865 
PU foam, rigid FR 35 223 184 118 71 21 3 871 
PU foam, rigid FR 50 345 251 138 93 28 2 742 
PU foam, rigid FR 50 308 233 133 89 28 2 820 
PU foam, rigid FR 50 304 232 133 89 27 2 879 
PMMA 10 411 220 271 283 277 916 111 
PMMA 10 364 223 268 278 274 926 109 
PMMA 10 404 237 275 285 274 918 114 
PMMA 25 554 295 340 363 292 116 129 
PMMA 25 637 314 370 404 297 112 124 
PMMA 25 643 316 373 408 292 116 112 
PMMA 35 822 376 454 504 304 58 121 
PMMA 35 831 386 456 512 295 50 122 
PMMA 35 858 391 472 523 293 52 124 
PMMA 50 1105 472 609 700 297 30 133 
PMMA 50 1001 503 622 707 293 24 133 
PMMA 50 1102 518 632 724 295 30 141 
insulating fibreboard 10 121 91 67 56 32 398 15 
insulating fibreboard 10 118 90 67 57 35 386 20 
insulating fibreboard 10 118 92 68 57 32 410 13 
insulating fibreboard 25 148 100 73 63 39 30 14 
insulating fibreboard 25 140 98 73 65 39 30 18 
insulating fibreboard 25 153 106 76 70 41 26 29 
insulating fibreboard 35 173 119 87 84 39 16 50 
insulating fibreboard 35 175 119 86 84 44 10 57 
insulating fibreboard 35 172 119 87 83 40 14 55 
insulating fibreboard 50 211 150 111 127 54 8 82 
insulating fibreboard 50 221 138 99 112 56 8 71 
insulating fibreboard 50 231 151 111 123 56 5 89 
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Upholstered furniture products 

Product Flux Qmax Q60 Q180 Q300 Qtot Tig SEA avg 

cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 9 134 66 41 25 7 250 47 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 9 146 65 27 16 5 246 45 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 9 146 56 20 12 4 260 47 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 25 219 144 68 50 15 18 72 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 25 211 149 63 38 11 24 101 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 25 205 146 63 38 11 22 85 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 35 279 153 100 118 46 10 114 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 35 278 164 112 128 47 6 146 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 35 286 145 92 107 46 10 102 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 50 424 191 172 157 52 2 207 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 50 384 181 171 157 50 4 216 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 50 345 181 169 157 51 4 227 
acrylic/HR PU 9 207 97 32 19 6 152 369 
acrylic/HR PU 9 222 97 32 19 6 168 348 
acrylic/HR PU 9 219 91 30 18 6 166 360 
acrylic/HR PU 25 414 183 94 84 51 26 225 
acrylic/HR PU 25 405 183 84 52 41 28 317 
acrylic/HR PU 25 396 188 105 98 51 20 252 
acrylic/HR PU 35 496 223 165 156 55 18 355 
acrylic/HR PU 35 498 223 161 148 55 18 325 
acrylic/HR PU 35 596 236 180 160 54 8 347 
acrylic/HR PU 50 676 269 259 196 59 10 441 
acrylic/HR PU 50 675 267 239 189 57 12 465 
acrylic/HR PU 50 754 260 241 186 57 10 419 

 
Means at 1 kW/m2 above minimum flux for ignition 

Product Flux Qmax Q60 Q180 Q300 Qtot Tig SEA avg 

wood particleboard 12 137 122 99 76 24 686 26 
PU foam, rigid FR 16 137 60 32 29 9 27 393 
PMMA 10 393 227 271 282 275 920 111 
insulating fibreboard 10 119 91 67 57 33 398 16 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 9 142 62 29 17 5 252 46 
acrylic/HR PU 9 216 95 32 19 6 162 359 
 
S.D. at 1 kW/m2 above minimum flux for ignition 

Product Flux Qmax Q60 Q180 Q300 Qtot Tig SEA avg 

wood particleboard 12 3 2 3 2 1 19 3 
PU foam, rigid FR 16 5 3 3 4 1 4 20 
PMMA 10 25 9 4 3 2 5 3 
insulating fibreboard 10 2 1 1 1 2 12 3 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 9 7 6 11 6 2 7 2 
acrylic/HR PU 9 8 4 1 1 0 9 10 
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Means at flux 25 kW/m2 

Product Qmax Q60 Q180 Q300 Qtot Tig SEA avg 

wood particleboard 190 144 122 103 129 126 26 
PU foam, rigid FR 204 166 124 75 22 5 759 
PMMA 611 308 361 392 293 115 121 
insulating fibreboard 147 101 74 66 40 29 21 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 212 146 65 42 13 21 86 
acrylic/HR PU 405 185 94 78 48 25 264 
 
S.D. at flux 25 kW/m2 

Product Qmax Q60 Q180 Q300 Qtot Tig SEA avg 

wood particleboard 21 3 1 1 1 9 6 
PU foam, rigid FR 5 1 3 2 1 2 5 
PMMA 49 11 19 25 3 2 9 
insulating fibreboard 7 4 2 4 1 2 8 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 7 3 3 7 2 3 14 
acrylic/HR PU 9 3 11 24 6 4 47 
 
Means at flux 35 kW/m2 

Product Qmax Q60 Q180 Q300 Qtot Tig SEA avg 

wood particleboard 193 168 144 124 136 65 37 
PU foam, rigid FR 232 188 122 73 22 3 854 
PMMA 837 384 461 513 297 53 123 
insulating fibreboard 173 119 87 84 41 13 54 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 278 159 106 123 47 8 130 
acrylic/HR PU 530 227 169 155 55 15 342 
 
S.D. at flux 35 kW/m2 

Product Qmax Q60 Q180 Q300 Qtot Tig SEA avg 

wood particleboard 1 2 2 2 2 5 3 
PU foam, rigid FR 10 5 6 4 1 0 24 
PMMA 19 8 10 9 6 4 1 
insulating fibreboard 1 0 1 0 2 3 4 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 4 10 10 10 1 2 23 
acrylic/HR PU 57 8 10 6 1 6 15 
 
Means at flux 50 kW/m2 

Product Qmax Q60 Q180 Q300 Qtot Tig SEA avg 

wood particleboard 218 187 164 143 166 29 53 
PU foam, rigid FR 319 239 135 90 28 2 814 
PMMA 1069 498 621 710 295 28 136 
insulating fibreboard 221 146 107 121 55 7 80 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 385 184 171 157 51 3 217 
acrylic/HR PU 702 265 246 191 58 11 441 
 
S.D. at flux 50 kW/m2 

Product Qmax Q60 Q180 Q300 Qtot Tig SEA avg 

wood particleboard 7 4 3 2 13 4 7 
PU foam, rigid FR 22 11 3 2 1 0 69 
PMMA 59 23 12 12 2 3 5 
insulating fibreboard 10 7 7 8 1 2 9 
cotton/Kevlar/HR PU 40 6 2 0 1 1 10 
acrylic/HR PU 46 5 11 5 1 1 23 
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Appendix 4 
 

Supplementary results from LIFT tests run without 
delayed piloting 
 
Material: Wood particleboard Test no: 1 
Heat flux: 30 kW/m2 Horizontal pilot flame 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start 

at, min:s 
from test start 
at, min:s 

from test start 
at, min:s 

 

50 2:52 7:48   
100 2:52 7:48   
150 2:55 7:48   
200 3:01 7:48   
250 3:30 7:48   
300 4:19 7:48   
350 5:29 8:38   
400 7:52 12:28   
450 11:07 14:00   
500 18:14 20:30 20:45 Flames left centre line  

 
Material: Wood particleboard Test no: 2 
Heat flux: 30 kW/m2 Horizontal pilot flame 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start 

at, min:s 
from test start 
at, min:s 

from test start 
at, min:s 

 

50 3:02 7:47   
100 3:05 7:47   
150 3:05 7:47   
200 3:10 7:47   
250 3:35 7:47   
300 4:09 7:47   
350 5:23 9:41   
400 7:28 11:40   
450 11:32 14:20 17:20 Flames left centre line  

 
Material: Wood particleboard Test no: 3 
Heat flux: 30 kW/m2 Horizontal pilot flame 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start 

at, min:s 
from test start 
at, min:s 

from test start 
at, min:s 

 

50 2:39 6:30   
100 2:39 6:32   
150 2:40 6:32   
200 2:52 6:49   
250 3:17 6:49   
300 3:55 7:30   
350 4:58 10:12   
400 6:53 11:48   
450 10:15 15:55 18:00 Flames left centre line  

Material: PU foam, rigid, FR Test no: 1 
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Heat flux: 30 kW/m2 Horizontal pilot flame 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start at, 

min:s 
from test start at, 
min:s 

from test start at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:04 0:33   
100 0:04 0:33   
150 0:04 0:33  Very hard to tell where burn out  
200 0:06 0:37  occurred since there were flames  
250 0:11 0:37  from lower edge 
300 0:12 0:38   
350 0:17 0:43   
400 0:23 0:49   
450 0:36 0:50   
500 0:51 1:10   
550 1:17 1:44   
600 1:43 2:10   
650 2:15 2:40 2:43 Flames left centre line  

 
Material: PU foam, rigid, FR Test no: 2 
Heat flux: 30 kW/m2 Horizontal pilot flame 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start at, 

min:s 
from test start at, 
min:s 

from test start at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:03 0:37   
100 0:03 0:37   
150 0:03 0:37   
200 0:05 0:37   
250 0:07 0:39   
300 0:10 0:39   
350 0:15 0:39   
400 0:21 0:41   
450 0:29 0:50   
500 0:42 0:55   
550 0:58 1:15   
600 1:21 1:32   
650 1:50 2:22 2:42 Flames left centre line  

 
Material: PU foam, rigid, FR Test no: 3 
Heat flux: 30 kW/m2 Horizontal pilot flame 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start at, 

min:s 
from test start at, 
min:s 

from test start at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:09 0:34  Specimen was not entirely inserted 
100 0:09 0:34  during first 20 s 
150 0:10 0:35   
200 0:13 0:38   
250 0:18 0:40   
300 0:23 0:49   
350 0:29 0:50   
400 0:35 0:54   
450 0:46 1:15   
500 0:59 1:22   
550 1:20 1:34   
600 1:47 2:05   
650 2:14 2:31   
700 2:49  2:57 Flames left centre line  
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Material: PMMA, black Test no: 1 
Heat flux: 30 kW/m2 Horizontal pilot flame 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start 

at, min:s 
from test start 
at, min:s 

from test start 
at, min:s 

 

50 2:00 25:51   
100 2:05 25:51   
150 2:21 19:45   
200 2:46 19:59  Serious dripping 
250 3:24 20:10   
300 4:20 20:10   
350 5:43 22:30   
400 7:47 25:58   
450 10:41 26:59   
500 14:43 29:40   
550 20:05 34:05   
600 25:44 41:02   
650 32:50 58:00   
700 40:30 1:08:00  All material had burnt away 
750 48:26 1:17:50 1:22:00 Flames extinguished 

 
 
 
Material: PMMA, black Test no: 2 
Heat flux: 30 kW/m2 Horizontal pilot flame 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start 

at, min:s 
from test start 
at, min:s 

from test start 
at, min:s 

 

50 1:40 20:27   
100 1:45 20:27   
150 1:53 20:27  Serious dripping 
200 2:10 20:27   
250 2:36 20:27   
300 3:20 20:27   
350 4:21 23:14   
400 5:53 25:05   
450 7:59 26:30   
500 10:58 29:10   
550 14:30 34:20   
600 20:10 42:20   
650 26:45 46:45   
700 35:21 56:59   
750 45:58 1:15:00 1:17:15 Flames extinguished 
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Material: PMMA, black Test no: 3 
Heat flux: 30 kW/m2 Horizontal pilot flame 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start 

at, min:s 
from test start 
at, min:s 

from test start 
at, min:s 

 

50 1:48 20:20   
100 2:01 20:20  Serious dripping 
150 2:14 20:20   
200 2:36 20:20   
250 3:10 20:20   
300 4:03 20:20   
350 5:26 21:40   
400 7:15 23:03   
450 9:32 27:00   
500 12:33 31:20   
550 16:46 37:38   
600 22:44 43:35   
650 29:08 49:30   
700 37:21 58:45   
750 48:31 1:15:20 1:18:00 Flames extinguished 

 
 
 
 
 ___________________________  
 
 
 
 
Material: Insulating fibreboard Test no: 1 
Heat flux: 20 kW/m2 Vertical pilot flame 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start 

at, min:s 
from test start 
at, min:s 

from test start 
at, min:s 

 

50 1:57 3:24   
100 1:57 3:45   
150 1:57 3:45   
200 2:01 3:45   
250 2:06 3:45   
300 2:14 3:45   
350 2:29 4:10   
400 2:50 4:50   
450 3:30 5:35   
500 4:21 6:35   
550 5:45 8:00   
600 7:36 8:50 9:17 Flames left centre line 
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Material: Insulating fibreboard Test no: 2 
Heat flux: 20 kW/m2 Vertical pilot flame 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start 

at, min:s 
from test start 
at, min:s 

from test start 
at, min:s 

 

50 1:35 3:10   
100 1:35 3:10   
150 1:36 3:10   
200 1:38 3:10   
250 1:39 3:00  Burn out started at 250 mm.  
300 1:55 3:10  Flames were still burning between  
350 2:10 3:30  0 and 200 mm at that time 
400 2:35 4:20   
450 3:20 5:15   
500 4:06 5:40   
550 5:13 7:00   
600 6:38 and 7:061) 8:15 6:50 First flame front left centre line 
 8:29  8:37 Flames left centre line 

Notes 
1) The flame front consisted of two vertical fronts with a horizontal front between them. The 

second flame front passed 600 mm after the first flame front had left the centre line. 
 
 
 
Material: Insulating fibreboard Test no: 3 
Heat flux: 20 kW/m2 Vertical pilot flame 
 
The specimen did not ignite. 
 
 
 
Material: Insulating fibreboard Test no: 4 
Heat flux: 20 kW/m2 Horizontal pilot flame 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start 

at, min:s 
from test start 
at, min:s 

from test start 
at, min:s 

 

50 2:04 3:30   
100 2:04 3:30   
150 2:04 3:30   
200 2:06 3:30   
250 2:12 3:40   
300 2:19 3:49   
350 2:33 4:15   
400 2:55 5:00   
450 3:28 5:25   
500 4:15 6:14   
550 5:30 7:40   
600 6:33 and 7:241) 8:10  Extinguishment was not observed  

Notes 
1) The flame front consisted of two vertical fronts with a horizontal front between them. The 

second flame front passed 600 mm after the first flame front had left the centre line. 
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Material: Insulating fibreboard Test no: 5 
Heat flux: 20 kW/m2 Horizontal pilot flame 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start 

at, min:s 
from test start 
at, min:s 

from test start 
at, min:s 

 

50 1:22 2:38   
100 1:22 2:38   
150 1:23 2:38   
200 1:28 2:38   
250 1:34 2:50   
300 1:43 3:06   
350 1:59 3:40   
400 2:27 4:14   
450 3:01 4:50   
500 3:55 6:00   
550 4:57 7:08   
600 6:09 8:10 8:30 Flames left centre line 
 
 
 
 
 ___________________________  
 
 
 
 
Material: Cotton/Kevlar/HR PU foam Test no: 1 
Heat flux: 20 kW/m2 Vertical pilot flame 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start 

at, min:s 
from test start 
at, min:s 

from test start 
at, min:s 

 

50 0:50 1:02   
100 0:52 1:08   
150 0:54 1:12   
200 1:02 1:16   
250 1:14 1:20   
300 1:33 1:35   
350 1:57 1:59   
400 2:32 2:34   
450 3:15 3:17   
500 4:00 4:01   
550 5:12 5:15   
600 6:18 6:20   
650 7:30 7:33   
700 8:58 9:00   
750 11:56 11:58 12:00 Terminated 
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Material: Cotton/Kevlar/HR PU foam Test no: 2 
Heat flux: 20 kW/m2 Vertical pilot flame 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start 

at, min:s 
from test start 
at, min:s 

from test start 
at, min:s 

 

50 0:45 1:00   
100 0:46 1:24   
150 0:51 1:25   
200 1:00     
250 1:12     
300 1:31 1:32   
350 1:56 1:59   
400 2:31 2:34   
450 3:16 3:19   
500 4:13 4:15   
550 5:24 5:26   
600 6:38 6:39   
650 8:01 8:03   
700 9:30 9:31   
750 11:08 11:09 11:30 Terminated 

 
 
 
Material: Cotton/Kevlar/HR PU foam Test no: 3 
Heat flux: 20 kW/m2 Vertical pilot flame 
 
The specimen did not ignite. 
 
 
 
Material: Cotton/Kevlar/HR PU foam Test no: 4 
Heat flux: 20 kW/m2 Horizontal pilot flame 
 

Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start 

at, min:s 
from test start 
at, min:s 

from test start 
at, min:s 

 

50 0:45 1:04   
100 0:45     
150 0:49 1:17   
200 0:58 1:20   
250 1:12 1:35   
300 1:32 1:51   
350 1:58 2:13   
400 2:37 2:53   
450 3:12 3:29   
500 3:55 4:10   
550 4:53 5:01   
600 5:59 6:07   
650 7:18 7:23   
700 8:48 9:00   
750 10:30 10:47 12:00 Terminated 
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Material: Acrylic/HR PU foam Test no: 1 
Heat flux: 30 kW/m2 Horizontal pilot flame 
 
Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start at, 

min:s 
from test start at, 
min:s 

from test start at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:28 0:51  The foam behind the fabric was 
100   0:52  also burning 
150   0:56   
200 0:33 1:02   
250 0:38 1:13   
300 0:54 1:28   
350 1:19 1:57   
400 1:51 2:30   
450 2:34 3:25   
500 3:45 4:10   
550 5:26 6:00   
600 7:57 8:06 8:20 Flame front left centre line 

 
Material: Acrylic/HR PU foam Test no: 2 
Heat flux: 30 kW/m2 Horizontal pilot flame 
 
Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start at, 

min:s 
from test start at, 
min:s 

from test start at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:21      
100 0:23     
150 0:26 0:54   
200 0:34 0:59   
250 0:40 1:02   
300 0:54 1:32   
350 1:25 2:03   
400 1:53 2:36   
450 2:47 3:15   
500 4:07 5:17   
550 5:44 6:35   
600 7:40 8:00 8:10 Flame front left centre line 

 
Material: Acrylic/HR PU foam Test no: 3 
Heat flux: 30 kW/m2 Horizontal pilot flame 
 
Dist Flame front  Burn out  Observations 
mm from test start at, 

min:s 
from test start at, 
min:s 

from test start at, 
min:s 

 

50 0:38     
100   0:56   
150   0:59   
200 0:41 1:08   
250 0:45 1:18   
300 0:58 1:33   
350 1:26 1:58   
400 2:03 2:30   
450 3:01 3:26   
500 4:24 4:50   
550 6:17 6:40   
600 8:35 8:36 8:40 Flame front left centre line 
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